
Bodily Profanations: 

Critical Review of “Abortion is Normal” Exhibition at 

Arsenal Contemporary/Downtown for Democracy.  

 One question that is often debated in aesthetic theory and criticism is the exact role that 

the work of art has in contemporary society. Post-structuralists like Baudrillard state that art is 

“everywhere” in the sense that the corporatization of all life entails that advertising and public 

relations utilize the aesthetic to not only sell things but cement an ideology, and a way of being 

as a modern subject. The age of hyperreality places aesthetic objects everywhere, but they 

increasingly take on a flattened, contentless, and placeless character; nonimages like nonplaces. 

This ideology of the modern world we point to is rather than a coherent whole, a set of 

suppositions about the world and modern life. Perhaps they are meta-ideas, “images of thought” 

if you will, the ticklish subject and its hidden catacombs of thinking in liberal modernity. Some 

such suppositions that lay underneath the background of all cultural, political and aesthetic 

considerations is the rootless character of the modern subject, of flattened “egalitarian” choice 

above all values, and a pervasive sense of “freedom”, but only in a limited sense of (as Huxley 

stated1) behavioural freedoms over moral and even political freedoms. The latter are virtually 

being strangled today.  

Another supposition is of course the post-enlightenment secular myth of progress. And it is 

genuine mythos itself that always manages to find its way back to the forefront of the collective 

psyche in the age of reason; which leads me to write such and essay of (hopefully) unique art 

 
1 Huxley, Aldous. Brave New World Revisited. Lecture at Berkeley, Spring, 1968.  



criticism, which shall examine this odd intersection between corporatization, political aesthetics 

in (post)modernity, and the discursive enforcement of certain liberal cultural assumptions, which 

include the profaned stature of mythos…To come right out with it, this exhibit review is about a 

topic that is in some ways the alpha and omega, the “hot button issue” which lays behind every 

single debate in contemporary partisan and social politics.  

This issue has become the barometer that determines which side of the, albeit stretched, 

somewhat fictious and nominal, political spectrum you find yourself in between “Left and 

Right”, for it has to do with the issue of human life and worth itself. And of a secular vs. 

metaphysical perspective on existence. It is about Abortion, more specifically about the state of 

the modern artworld in its hysterical and maniacal enforcement of a certain set of radical-liberal 

beliefs about the nature of existence. This essay critiquing the “Abortion is Normal (2019-2020)” 

collective exhibition at the Arsenal Contemporary, will first overview many of the art pieces and 

artists that have contributed to exhibit, whether or not it is “post-modern”, the domination of 

both myth and instrumental reason in political art under late capitalist modernity, and even the 

dominance of politics itself on the artworld. I shall also venture into deeper territory that 

concerns the resurgence of mythos itself in post or liquid modernity, and the visions that some 

keynote artists have about Humanity, the feminine, the spirit and being.  

 Before proceeding, I fully disclose that this critical review comes from a traditionalist 

and metaphysical-objectivist perspective, so Abortion is obviously treated as the largest, most 

grim and disheartening issue due to its implications on the very state of the soul of humanity 

itself. This review will also hopefully cover the subject matter with respect and some deference, 

yet be fearless in a willingness to venture into territory most art critics fear to tread, especially 

out of fear for the political “cancel culture” consequences of such a critique.  



Section I: Politics and Profanations. 

 “Abortion is Normal” came to me like a fever dream in a random Bloomberg video2 on 

Twitter.  The collective show is labelled as an “emergency” exhibition in response to a recent 

wave of legislation in various red states that place limits on abortion (legislation that culminated 

in President Trump’s victory, essentially waiting for Obama to be out of office to pass). AIN 

features the heavyweights of the pro-feminist artworld, famed (and even infamous) artists such 

as Marilyn Minter, Cindy Sherman, Nan Golden, Carroll Dunham and Laurie Simmons to name 

a few. The works themselves present the viewer with lurid images of inverted Christian and neo-

Pagan iconography, what the Daily Beast notes as the “usual hallmarks” of pop feminist protest 

art, such as uterine and womb-images, phallus-negation, “empowering” texts imbedded into the 

work of art (such as one piece telling Supreme Justice Kavanagh that if he “does not like 

abortion, don’t have one”) or Cristen Clifford’s piece “I Want Your Blood” that features 25 

shelves of vintage perfume bottles filled with menstrual blood 3. The obsession with bodily fluids 

is raised to the level of mock-sacraments in the contemporary artworld. 

There is also a glut of glib and self-indulgent works that have come to represent the 

contemporary artworld’s fascination with itself, or rather the ideal of the “artist” without an 

external reference to anything else: a lot of selfies (Cindy Sherman deals exclusively in self-

portraits), artists giving the finger to the camera, nude portrait photos like Catherine Opie’s 

“Nicola (1993)”4; The secular saint of the American radical-liberal left, Supreme court Justice 

Ruth Bader-Ginsberg is displayed prominently in a number of portraits, such as a watercolor by 

 
2 https://twitter.com/QuickTake/status/1217201930839187457  
3 https://www.thedailybeast.com/these-artists-want-you-to-know-that-abortion-is-normal  
4 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/catherine-opie-nicola  
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Jane Kaplowitz5, and another one of RBG with diverse Women’s march protesters in the 

background by Ameya Okamoto entitled “The Notorious RBG (2018)”6. There are matter of fact 

language texts also featured throughout AIN. Such pieces as Kaplowitz’s “Abortion is normal 1 

and 2 (2020)”7 that display watercolor drawings of the uterine canal and reproductive system 

with text messages from a 17-year-old girl who drably talks about a mundane abortion. One line 

even ends with “I’m not pregnant anymore so it worked” with a text emoji smiley face. Like a lot 

of protest art, these pieces suffer from its transparency, the whole point of the exhibit is to 

normalize abortion, to make it mundane, and nothing of controversial concern. A ubiquitous 

facet of protest art runs throughout these pieces; that being the attempt to walk a precarious 

tightrope of using simplicity to arrive at virtuosity and aesthetic depth.  

What becomes immediately apparent in AIN is the various appropriations and 

profanations of religious iconography. One series of photos comes from nonbinary artist Elektra 

KB, which displays a small embroidery of needles forming a medical cross with eye-centered 

black tear drops in red with the words “courage”, a piece entitled “Anti-Fascist Medicine 

Machine (2020)”8. Next to it Are photos of what looks like a surgery room photographed with 

these eerie robed priestess figures9…Adorning the center of the whole gallery is an installation 

piece by one of the main organizers, activist artist Viva Ruiz, known for her campaign “Thank 

God for Abortion”. In an installation from her “abortion parade float” is one of her shirts placed 

on manikin in a yoga pose10, with a sun crown that says “abortion” in bold letters. A clear 

symbolism of a goddess worshipping pagan past in contemporary art drag. Ruiz even held a 

 
5 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/jane-kaplowitz-rbg  
6 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/ameya-okamoto-the-notorious-rbg  
7 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/jane-kaplowitz-abortion-is-normal-1  
8 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/elektra-kb-anti-fascist-medicine-machine  
9 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/jan/13/abortion-is-normal-exhibition-reproductive-
rights#img-4  
10 https://www.instagram.com/p/B7JT3yOlzAl/  
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whole rally at the annual pride parade, with women wearing pope hats covered in blood, stating 

“Thank God for Abortion” on a parade float. 

 In an interview11 about the event, Ruiz states that “growing up in a Latin Catholic 

household, I know the arguments for and against abortion pretty well”, then giving the usual 

lecture about the “fascism” and “white supremacy” of life in the Trump era (without seemingly 

knowing how the mass advocacy for the availability of abortion started off as practically a 

eugenics program against POC populations12,13); then in the exhibit photos from Arsenal 

Contemporary are several tapestry works with goddess figures, “empowering” women of color, 

appropriating traditional art forms such as medieval and oriental scrolls. One larger hung piece is 

Yevette Molina’s “Sister Justice (2019)” a tapestry that depicts an afro version of an armored 

Joan of arc figure, holding a sword with round protruding breasts. She is wearing a waist belt 

dress of bloody severed male arms with words imprinted on them such as “hate”, “greed”, 

“racism” and “patriarchy”, revealing a gaping void-like vaginal passage in the center14. The 

saintly catholic warrior is now herself a saintly warrior for the new secular religion of no 

salvation, where Christianity meets its end15.  

 There are of course many works that focus on the central figure of feminine power, that 

being the vaginal, the void of creation that ancients have venerated and even feared in virtually 

every part of the world. There are many works and many artists in AIN, but we shall touch upon 

important themes and concepts, as well as the conditions that have brought about such an 

 
11 https://www.papermag.com/thank-god-for-abortion-pride-2580397870.html?rebelltitem=5#rebelltitem5  
12 https://www.americamagazine.org/politics-society/2017/11/27/margaret-sanger-was-eugenicist-why-are-we-
still-celebrating-her  
13 https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/carroll/opinion/cc-op-sprinkle-010420-20200104-
opc3c76o4na47mtdtun4nvqw3y-story.html  
14 https://www.arsenalcontemporary.com/ny/exhib/detail/abortion-is-normal  
15 See Mencius Moldbug’s concept of ultra-calvinism/”Church of no salvation”. https://www.unqualified-
reservations.org/2007/06/ultracalvinist-hypothesis-in/  
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exhibition from a more controversial perspective. In the absence of the sacred, the worship of the 

self and one’s omnipotence, as well as millenarian ideologies, fills the empty spaces that is left 

behind, as Jung postulated many decades ago16. It is from the self to-itself that the contemporary 

artist is left with after the wreckage and calamitous loss of meaning in the modern world.  

Artists have responded to the “semiotic collapse”, the fissure and progressive crumbling 

of collectively held and cherished meanings and cultural signifiers, in a variety of ways17. Some 

of them include a retreat into the all-encompassing BODY as a materialist metaphysics, an auto-

theism, and worse yet, an auto-apatheism where upon being uprooted from one’s place in the 

world, one cares neither for the self or non-self; to relish in the lesions and wounds upon the 

body of “identity-xyz” without a hope of higher salvation or grace. Wallowing in negative 

dialectics, or endlessly juxtapositions disparate elements between people and events in a ham-

fisted manner, like so many facile pieces of political cartooning masked as art.  

The politics of protest art in AIN.  

The actual politics of AIN and contemporary protest art itself may seem clear at first 

glance, for there is an element of shock, and specifically a shock to the senses of the usual outer-

enemies of contemporary woke culture (Christians, the Right, heterosexual men, etc). But on a 

more latent and opaque level, the politics of such works seem muddled and chaotic, grabastic 

and incoherent in their juxtaposed elements.   

 
16 See the essay “The Undiscovered self” in Civilization in Transition. (C.G. Jung, the collected works vol. 10: 
Cambridge, New York: Princeton University press, aug. 1970).  
17 For an invaluable and in-depth exploration of this topic in contemporary art and the loss of meaning, please read 
John David Ebert’s Art After Metaphysics. (Creative space independent publishing, 2013) see introduction: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnSEKm4Xs8I   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnSEKm4Xs8I


Some operational messages that are tossed about in interviews from AIN, most notably 

from Marilyn Minter, use the language of human rights, “reproductive rights”, and “freedoms”. 

In other words, there is a direct appeal to the standard liberal interpretation of human agency and 

public policy. As well as where the two happen to be in conflict with the abortion question; 

Minter states a fundamental axiom of the whole exhibit, one that has garnered a fair bit of 

controversy, and what we shall take apart on a deeper level later, that the act of abortion itself is 

“normal”, and that it has “been with us throughout human history, it is only the Far-Right wing 

that has made it controversial”18.  

The exhibit claims that the language of normal translates to it being “ok” and morally 

neutral, despite the obvious connotations of the word normal being viewed in the negative from 

the perspective of modern intersectional identitarianism, disability studies in particular19. The 

exhibition statement is fraught with difficulties in terms of political content in this regard. It 

obviously states that the project is trying to “de-stigmatize” and alleviate the fear and social 

shame of abortion, and that normal in this instance means:  

“this title is meant intended as a statement of camaraderie and caring that in short says: 

What you choose to do with your body is OK- it is normal. Can it be difficult? Yes. Is it your 

right? Yes. The idea of 'normal' is one that can be fraught, and even interpreted as ableist or 

homogeneous- that is something this group acknowledges. But our language is limited- we are 

restricted to the words of our lexicon that have the widest reach”.20 

The exhibit displays a number of artists and activists from different intersection 

disciplines and approaches to art, ranging from disability studies, critical race theory, queer 

theory, postmodernism, abstract expressionism, etc. of course the organizers play up the usual 

 
18 https://twitter.com/QuickTake/status/1217201930839187457  
19 https://www.thedailybeast.com/these-artists-want-you-to-know-that-abortion-is-normal 
20 http://www.projectforemptyspace.org/current-1  
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bandied about language of “maximising voices” and “debate” around the issue21. Despite the lip 

service paid to debate and free communicative action, any voice or opinion that is contrary to the 

seemingly obsessive advocacy for mass termination of the unborn is of course naturally omitted. 

This is rather a moot point, a favourite of mainstream conservatives, and an ineffective one. A 

real nerve-jangler of a critique would be to point out this subtle, yet transparent dominance in the 

mission statement of what some have called “White feminism” or “boomer/White girl 

feminism”22. 

The loudest voices in AIN are clearly the old guard of boomer white feminist artist-

activists from urban power centers and the star-power they bring. Their works mostly rely on 

naval gazing explorations of the self, coupled with moralism of a radical liberal persuasion; 

There are many works of critical race and queer theory art, such as Elektra KB’s photo series 

“Queer Alterations For A Post-Nuclear Kin 4 (Red), 2020” which features images of a gender-

nonconforming persons in the post-apocalypse, forming micro groupings in urban wastelands, 

“queering” our relation to finality and existential threat. Yet the exhibit falls back on the same 

old bourgeois liberal political pass times of fighting for policy change on purely naturalistic 

grounds. Using the same battle tactics of shock and vilification used against the eternal ur-

enemy, the religious Right in America, they have been using since at least the Reagan 

administration; there is a more problematic and vexing debate in the works of AIN themselves; 

that is the problem of  trying to square the circle between a postmodern activist aesthetics that 

views nature purely through alterations and supplications by (post)human agency and 

 
21 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/jan/13/abortion-is-normal-exhibition-reproductive-rights  
22 https://www.flare.com/news/why-we-need-to-talk-about-white-feminism/  
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simulacrum23, and a liberal politics which falls back upon “state of nature” arguments for social 

contract theory. Along with white feminism’s Schelling point, a self-serving notion of “human 

rights” themselves in public policy, which are deeply problematized in postmodern feminism24.  

It is also a point of contention and possible narrative-disruption that the exhibit statement 

mentions the history of forced abortions and the like, “acknowledging the history” of abortion 

being used as a tool of eugenics and disciplinary control over marginalized bodies25. But instead 

of elaborating on this point, and possibly going down some quite disruptive and unintentionally 

right-wing trains of thought, the organizer’s messaging and the artworks themselves are all 

curated in such a way as to reaffirm the central importance of a humanist “human rights” 

framework.  It is no surprise that the exhibit is littered with protest art that betrays any genuine 

revolutionary sentiment against the polyphonic systems and networks of power but reaffirms 

certain elements over others. One can see the veneration and secular-sanctification of Bader-

Ginsberg, and simple letter displays that say “vote, vote, vote”26, for example.  

What does this say about any potential for revolutionary praxis? If the foundations of 

such protest art leads back into the hands of liberalism and late capitalism, then the apparatus of 

capture that is the heavily gate-kept and policed artworld serves only to further throw the 

transgressive artist into the realm of public morality and transient political concerns. As (the 

paramount Marxist critic of Postmodernism) Frederick Jameson points out, the modern radical 

artist and art critic is “always already” a liberal in that the very impossibility of divesting from 

the system means they can only work within it and its capitalist-realist framework. Furthermore, 

 
23 Applewhite, James. “Postmodernist Allegory and the Denial of Nature”. The Kenyon Review, New Series, Vol. 11, 
No. 1 (Winter, 1989). Pg. 2.  
24 Best, Steven. Kellner, Douglas. Postmodern Theory, Critical Interrogations. (New York: Guilford Press, 1991): Pg. 
208.  
25 http://www.projectforemptyspace.org/current-1 
26 https://www.arsenalcontemporary.com/ny/exhib/detail/abortion-is-normal  
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like all liberal attitudes towards strategic maneuvering, they become obsessed with rearranging 

elements of the system instead of overthrowing it27. What better way to illustrate this than a 

disorientating display of female body parts and fluids next to artworks displaying simple policy-

directed political slogans.  

This leads us back to the question of comportment and purpose possessed by the 

contemporary artist-activist on an ontological level to begin with; free of metanarratives, and free 

of the source, the origin, the seat of the absolute which is present in every society on a 

metaphysical level, the artist can only be “free” to dwell within the present moment. Politics, 

irony-poisoning, “expression for expression’s sake” from a detached point of view fills this need 

and creates pastiches and pale imitations of once former triumphant narratives of meaning28. The 

artist-activist become self-referential and stultified in the age of the great collapse of deep 

cultural signifiers. As Donald Kuspit states in “The End of Art”, when artists are left in the ashes 

of the wake after a calamitous withering unto death of aesthetic/religious/cultural signifiers, 

politically charged protest art, self-referential “institutional critique” and the murdering of 

aesthetic beauty itself becomes the norm29. The artist-as-activist is left to fill the void of 

meaning-making, dwelling upon pre-set meanings as a self-image of a neo-romantic (without 

actual romanticism) ideal takes over, where the artist-activist is a monolithic revolutionary on 

their way towards transvaluation; but art must first comes out of the aesthetic, and thus tries to 

resolve the divide between an idea and its expression30. This is what Kuspit calls “post-aesthetic 

 
27 Jameson, Frederick. Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. (London, New York: Verso books, 
1991): Pg. 205-207.  
28 Harries, Karsten. The Meaning of Modern Art. (Evanston: Northwestern University press, 1968): Pg. 54.  
29 Kuspit, Donald. The End of Art. (New York, Malborne: Cambridge University press, 2003): Pg. 30-31.  
30 Ibid. 3-34.  



art”, art robbed of aesthetic significance and meaning, in service of a pure socio-political 

idealism. 

If art is robbed of its aesthetic comportment to become a vehicle of politics, then it 

becomes ripe for the pillaging by modern capitalist realism. Contemporary art has now become 

obsessed with the present, the material, the political, and has gutted the unconscious of meaning 

and imagination. Art becomes transparent and manageable, brought to heel by the forces of pop-

politics and consumer capitalism. Kuspit echoes Adorno and Debord in this regard, that 

contemporary art in the postmodern age relies on the spectacle, the image, amplified market-

tested distraction and escapism after the decline of the high-low culture distinction (which is 

deemed “problematic” for several reasons31); it is the exacting control of administrative 

managerialism that determines manipulated procedural outcomes in society, the artworld is no 

different than any other social institution, and is no longer a place of refuse and special 

authenticity or solace from the machinations of modern capital in the societies of control32,33. It 

is not even artistic expression and creativity that counts, but fulfilling a market need, a need that 

even includes the dominant social-consensus and approved-ideology promotion, packaged as 

cheap novelties34. What was once shocking and transgressive becomes normalized through 

commodification. 

Where exactly does the issue of abortion, and abortion-related activism via aesthetics 

come into play? AIN highlights this “bringing to heel” of the artworld in the commodification of 

 
31 Certainly, Horkheimer and Adorno sees this with the culture industry lowering high culture down to manageable, 
mass-produced cultural packets. High culture violates market directive.  
32 Ibid, 106-108.  
33 Also see for more information, Gilles Deleuze essay “Postscript On the Societies of Control”. October, Vol. 59. 
(Winter, 1992). For it is art that speaks to the most fundamental levels of humanity and beyond, hence art is the 
great barometer of all social relations and comportments.  
34 Kuspit, Modern art, Pg. 111.  



identity and life itself, or rather, the power over life and death35. Because art has the unique 

capacity to speak to the soul of any given current age, and reveal both the antinomies and 

synchronous harmonies between things-in-the-world (and beyond the world) it is apparent that it 

must be tamed and transformed in the societies of control. The supposed aesthetic radicalism of 

AIN fits perfectly with the approved ideological apparatus of the greater managerial state.  

Frederick Jameson sees this in the postmodern age of disparate identity movements and 

local, even micro-concerns which “views everything as small victories” in the post-meta 

narrative age. As everything is bought and sold, so too is radical politics commodified, or what 

he calls “representational consumption” of the new identity movements in the “yuppie life-

world”36. The mostly middle to upper-middle class bourgeois politics of the zeitgeist is 

predicated on this commodification of identity, so looking around the exhibit walls of AIN, one 

can find a myriad of displays from different identity groups that oddly dance to the same drum of 

representational “rights” and ‘freedoms”, implicitly conceding to a reterritorialized metanarrative 

while oscillating back and fourth from a postmodern position (which we shall go into later). 

Abortion is such a strong point of contention for a large variety of reasons, but strongest 

among them being that it transfixes a person’s view of what is important about life and in life. 

The sacred/the world of “tradition” and obligation vs. the secular freedoms and concerns of 

individualized “autonomy”. The organizers of AIN view the recent prolife legislations as an 

attack on this elusive “autonomy” of a supposedly complete human subject with in-born rights 

that can (in the case of certain leftist politics, like trans issues) be held under existential 

uncertainty, and be transformed. The activist art that is presented plays loosely with the realities 

 
35 Foucault notes this about ancient and modern regimes in his essay on “the Right of Death and the Power over 
life (in A History of Sexuality, Vol. 1). The modern regime of power controls life itself and its regimentation, 
including the production of life. Hence abortion in this regard can be viewed as biopower.  
36 Jameson. Postmodernism, Pg. 320-321.  



of a socially constructed and nominal subject vs. the one that is framed in a much older radical 

(liberal) feminist conception of the female body/subject as being a singular entity that is born 

into certain inalienable rights of bodily “autonomy”37. The traditional or conservative argument 

is that autonomy is universal, including the autonomy of the unborn, for bodily autonomy is 

subject to a higher metaphysical order; but bracketing these philosophic distinctions and 

inconsistencies, especially when it comes to pro-abortion activism through art, the question 

remains, why is the political apparatus, the “establishment” or current socio-political order of 

things promote this brand of art activism38? 

Protest Art and (Bio)Power. 

Firstly we must clarify what we mean by “establishment power”, more precisely what 

actual contemporary power is in the first place; for a short window, there may be certain 

legislative powers that lean towards the Right on the abortion issue, but this is the fatal flaw of 

all conservative and Right-wing operatives. There simply isn’t enough efficacy anymore in 

political and governmental institutional power to make much of a difference. The more latent 

and harder to pin down, yet more effective power block is clearly within cultural and media 

spaces; it is obvious that media, artistic, cultural, and academic powers, the powers that informs 

the subjectivity and weltanschauung of a people itself lean heavily towards the left39. Why would 

an exhibit such as AIN garner such fanfare and praise from the mainstream media in the first 

place? This is a simplistic point to some (especially those who happen to read this most likely) 

but it is entirely lost on the people who hold positions of influence, both real and intangible, in 

 
37 See thread: https://twitter.com/DataDistribute/status/1146214904363278337  
38 By this we colloquially refer to the “powers that be” with several impact-labels. different sides of the political 
spectrum place different labels upon power to suit their needs, call it globalism, “the cathedral”, manipulated 
procedural outcomes, capital, etc.   
39 https://americanmind.org/features/the-crisis-of-american-national-identity/creed-and-culture-in-clown-world/  
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these cultural institutions. Take for instance this hyperallergic article that seems to think 

“western civilization is unravelling” because of one election, and a slight shift in cultural 

discourse that looks unfavourably to their hyper-progressive worldview. The article finishes with 

this flowery polemic:  

“Good artists understand their innate ability to teach, through their work, empathy for 

others, emotional intelligence, and different ways of seeing the world. But what is the point of 

brilliant work if it fails to leave the bubble of the art world? I am suggesting that it is time for 

artists to liberate us, or at least to try. No market, no institutional power, no media can stop the 

soft power of art. All graffiti is seen, at least for a little while. Artists are a stronger force than 

the systems in which they operate. Art finds a way. Artists can lead the change”40. 

The seemingly noble intentions of the piece are mottled by the realities of “soft power” 

the artworld possesses itself. Art is no longer immune from the machinations of late capital, or 

“woke” capital as it is colloquially referred to41. Identity is commodified as individualized 

packets, forming this hideous mutation between neoconservatism and neoliberalism. unfettered 

capital flows, coupled with endless war, and endless deracination of the citizenry, fulfilling the 

goals of both the bloodthirsty capitalist business class, and the functionary superstructure 

apparatus, which happens to include the artworld. Techno-capital also creates the conditions of a 

post-modern subject, an ever shifting and unstable grounding-point of subjectivity that can 

consume these pre-packaged identity variants without recourse to a past, a “purely fungible” 

remarked Fisher, a subject where the self through space and time can be “transformed at will” 42. 

There is also (and this is a fatal flaw in AIN) no contradiction, but rather a compatibility between 

political and cultural “choice” along with the realities of political domination itself, as even the 

Frankfurt school envisioned43.  

 
40 https://hyperallergic.com/343227/the-soft-power-of-art/  
41 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/28/opinion/corporate-america-activism.html  
42 Fisher, Mark. Capitalist Realism, is there an alternative? (Winchester, Washington: Zero Books, 2009) Pg. 54-55.  
43 Ibid. Pg. 60-61.  
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It is the realm of identity that AIN deals with, such as being-qua-woman, being-qua-trans, 

being-qua-abortion participant, etc. with the “human right” of abortion as the linchpin of a fully 

realized (liberal) female subject. There is a seamless and perhaps simplistic transition between 

the artistic space and the activist space, or art commenting on activism, and activism using 

aesthetic expressionism. For example, Nadina Faraj bluntly hammers this shared dimension 

between aesthetics and radical liberal activism with her watercolors of FEMEN activists in the 

exhibit; such works as “Mi Cuerpo Mi Decisión, (My Body, My Choice, 2016)” and “Yo Aborté 

(I Aborted, 2016)44”, among other works of misshapen and flat design-like bodies, shapes of 

watery melting flesh bleeding into each other, sometimes preforming orgies and fellatio. The 

message is just as clear as the writings painted in bold black on the bare breasted chests of 

FEMEN activists, agitprop for a narrowing internationalist view of women’s liberation, which 

itself fosters several problems and contentions. 

 It is no surprise the radical nature of feminist art-activism, both in AIN and in FEMEN 

itself (since the two are aligned) can fall into the same traps of internationalist neoliberalism. It is 

certainly clear from the funding of FEMEN that stems from North American and central 

European NGOs45 (even George Soros got in on the action46). But more importantly their 

performance art protests, acts of vandalism, and apocryphal desecrations of religious symbols, 

such as Chain sawing a memorial Cross in Kiev47,48, are derived from sources exterior to the 

worldviews of the native countries they are demonstrating in. It is this outside nature to the order 

 
44 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/nadine-faraj-mi-cuerpo-mi-decision-1  
45 https://www.rferl.org/a/femen-putin-merkel-ngos/24950913.html  
46 https://womenintheworld.com/2017/01/20/billionaire-george-soros-has-ties-to-more-than-50-partners-of-the-
womens-march-on-washington/  
47 https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-femen-cross-pussy-riot/24679942.html  
48 I was even compelled to do a painting about such an act against Christianity (article explainer forthcoming) that 
can be found here: https://www.instagram.com/p/BhZZ8pAHjzX/  
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of things in FEMENs sites of operation, be it in Eastern Europe, Italy or Israel, as one Atlantic 

Journalist fan notes: 

“By now it should be clear that with Femen, we are dealing with something new. Femen 

originated in Ukraine, born of young women who grew up without exposure to the West's culture 

of political correctness and who have scant respect for it; from their country's Soviet past, they 

know how deleterious the stifling of free speech can be. Now that they have moved to the West, 

Femen has courageously broken rules and enlivened the debate over religion's role in our world. 

Its activists are charting a new route for public discourse about women and religion and making 

it an unabashedly universal discourse”49(Emphasis mine).  

It is this universal character to mainstream protest art and the aesthetic-political 

expressions of groups like FEMEN and shows like AIN that produce these incoherencies. 

Attempting to cobble together a postmodern, intersectional doctrine of perspectival difference, 

and then simultaneously returning to a metanarrative of liberal, post-enlightenment humanism 

and aesthetics-as-catalyst for managerial public policy. FEMEN is operating from an explicitly 

north-American and central European political platform, that of post-sexual revolution society, 

and thus violates the differences of localist cultures and forms of praxis/resistance. These 

protests often in actuality scandalize these populations, and some critics (coming from a post-

colonial perspective) even arguing that they “should take cues from women affected, not impose 

values on these communities” and that: 

“However, the way it has been used by Femen feeds into and reinforces a racist and 

orientalist discourse about the women and men of north Africa and the Middle East. With 

statements such as "as a society, we haven't been able to eradicate our Arab mentality towards 

women", Femen positions women of the region as veiled and oppressed by their men as opposed 

to the enlightened and liberated women of the west who live in a developed and superior society 

where they have the "freedom" to remove their clothes”50. 

These glib postmodern politics effectively creates an apparatus of a western imperialism 

of ideas, a liberal neocolonialism in social art and culture that foists westernized assumptions 

 
49 https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/05/topless-jihad-why-femen-is-right/275471/  
50 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/apr/11/femen-nudity-racist-colonial-feminism  
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about critical race and gender relations on subaltern peoples. As Del Noce notes about the 

marriage between the forces of global late capitalism and the post-sexual revolution society: 

“neo-capitalism was even more inclined to accept the new ethics. It could find in 

widespread sexual happiness a very effective barrier against revolutionary dangers, or in fact 

every kind of subversion, from the Right as well as from the Left. Let us remember (Wilhelm) 

Reich wanted to replace class struggle with struggle against repression”51. 

The constant affirmations and struggles for reified identity categories stifles genuine 

revolutionary politics and aesthetics. What some have termed “identity narcissism”52 somehow 

always tends to find a way to foster social conditions optimal for global late capitalism. There is 

always conditions of existential fragility and ennui that is fostered by deriving social and 

aesthetic worth from handing over one’s subjectivity to reified categories of being that in terms 

of changing social conditions at large, creates social entropy, resulting in actual homogeneous 

stasis via micro-difference53; Capitalism can sell to you your sense of worth and identity, the pro 

art world can create aesthetic conditions of expression and difference that implicitly consents to 

neoliberal social, geopolitical and public policy. 

What is the emphatic need for abortion “rights” but a way enacting socio-political 

domination over nature and life? Abortion is another form of biopower, it is the gnostic promise 

in the garden of human omnipotence that ensures productivity in the economic sphere via 

deferred or debilitated familial obligations. This makes life’s value subjective and duty to certain 

traditional fulfillment and obligations suspect. In other words, socially accepted abortion-on-

demand helps foster a social environment of rootlessness required to secure a society driven in 

 
51 Del Noce, Augusto. The Crisis of Modernity. (Montreal, Kingston, London: McGill-Queen’s University press, 
2014): Pg. 176.  
52 https://areomagazine.com/2018/10/30/narcissism-and-the-new-politics-of-identity/  
53 Ibid.  
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toto by the consumerist worldview54. The emphasis on abortion as “choice” and “freedom” 

works to reaffirm the neoliberal, post-enlightenment western-centric view of the body and the 

politics of subjectivity. This view of reproductive “rights” reinforces a biopower over economic 

output that topples the reproduction and the familial relations it traditionally worked within; 

productivity is ensured when “choice” is given to half the population. The investments of 

careerism in transactional global capitalism often grates with the investments of reproduction and 

child-rearing55.  

What the choice-feminism and absolutism of rights-centric abortion advocacy by third or 

fourth-wave feminism neglects in their discourses of open access to abortion, is the extent that 

abortion-on-demand itself is predicated on eugenicist biopower “repackaged in a different way” 

as liberation56. Differently abled bodies are more effectively eliminated in-utero, thus negating 

the anxiety of non-productivity in life by a culture and social-politics saturated in notions of 

capitalist “productivity”. Welfare and disability are thus alleviated by open access to abortion, 

and abortion advocacy even targets these areas specifically57. The attempts to control the fertility 

of poor women are to this day, but in more subtle and insidious forms, encouraged by notions 

that giving up reproduction and family life freely is a noble “choice” that “liberates” these 

women in neoliberalism to further the ends of homo-economicus58. 

The mission statements of AIN neglect these considerations and underlying discourses of 

power despite bromides about “access, open conversations, acknowledgment of intersectionality, 

 
54 Del Noce, Modernity, Pg. 22-25.  
55 Goodrow, Gabrielle. “Biopower, Disability and Capitalism: Neoliberal Eugenics and the Future of ART Regulation 
“. DUKE JOURNAL OF GENDER LAW &POLICY. Volume 26: 137. (Duke University press: 2019): Pg. 137-138. 
https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1339&context=djglp  
56 Ibid. Pg. 154.  
57 Ibid, Pg. 145.  
58 Ibid, pg. 147-149.  
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inclusivity, and visibility within the context of a conversation on reproductive rights”59. There is 

an emphasis on the inclusiveness of different bodies and perspectives, but much of it serves as a 

backdrop for the woke politics of radical liberalism married to globalized late capitalism (there is 

even a piece of installation art that is really a donation box for Planned Parenthood entitled 

“Donation Cube (2015)”60 by Jonathan Horowitz. Politics and money are now directly mediated 

through an aesthetic space).  

Like so much aesthetic experiences in late capitalist modernity, much of the selfie art 

band vainglorious portrait photos of AIN go skin-deep, literally and figuratively: Faraj’s nude 

watercolors in AIN for example, herself a secular westernized Iranian, serves as an example of 

the subject shot-through with neoliberal biopower via the politics of “liberated” sexuality. She 

states 

“I consider that my figures resist objectification by being so distorted. The grotesque 

blurring and blemishes that appear imbue them with a fearsome power - some really are 

frightening. They aren’t attractive like traditional nudes who are ready to seduce. They show 

their wild side as a display of their unpredictability. They’re a little dangerous. 

 

The distortion also pushes the figures towards abstraction. They are sometimes liquefied or 

vaporized and generally don’t appear as solid as they should. This speaks to all of the finer 

energies we are made of. It feels right to paint those empty spaces within us where thoughts and 

emotions swirl around untouched”61. 

The figures may be imbued with an abstract, ecstatic sexual energy, a VRIL, orgone 

radiation, but this is a one-dimensional essence. In their metaphoric nakedness, they are rendered 

as one whole entity, interchangeable, blending in on themselves, becoming expressions not of 

some metaphysical hypostasis, or some faint cluster of mutually arising identity-forces, an 

eidolon of personalities and different bodies. They are just their transient sex-acts, mounds of 

 
59 https://www.artsy.net/show/downtown-for-democracy-abortion-is-normal  
60 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/jonathan-horowitz-donation-cube  
61 https://www.artfilemagazine.com/Nadine-Faraj  
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distorted flesh seeking and fulfilling erogenous zones. They have become sexually agitated 

singular and narrow subjects, perfect beings in a late capitalist, post-human apparatus of capture.   

One could say artworks about identity in AIN are quintessential examples of the rootless 

and continually agitated, anxiety-ridden subject in (post)modernity. Let us remember that is was 

the forces of both the post Avant-garde and the culture industry mass-media machine which laid 

the groundwork for sexual liberation in the public consciousness that relied on a de-mystification 

and profanation of all things, even if it was ostensibly through an inverted mystification of sexual 

acts62. The intangible aspects of protest art and political kitsch present in culture industry 

messaging formed a partnership with scientism and the forces of materialism, which relies on de-

mystification as its conceit63. To Del Noce, the sexual revolution formed a marriage between 

mass and vulgarized eroticism and scientism, for it is the bourgeois subject that is inclined 

towards “natural” inclinations of sexual expression64. the linchpin of this project was the de-

mystification and more fundamentally the de-Christianisation of society, for it was the only way 

the new sexual ethic could make the subject “liberated” in the overturning of the old authority.  

Women and the power of the feminine was/is at the forefront of “the new social 

decadence”65. For all of this to happen, the crucial element that needed to take place was the 

flattening of subjectivity itself in modernity. “happiness” (hedonism) is above all the foremost 

consideration of the modern subject, unburned by the machinations of authority and nature 

 
62 As we shall observe later, the modern and contemporary art world always played into a materialist metaphysics 
of sexual transgression. The sexual act becomes the site of peak experiences that do not affirm but tear down the 
soul and subject. Leaving a fragile and precarious remainder without proper individuation or integration in the 
soul/self. Sexuality is weaponized in aesthetics to break down the subject through transgressions against the body 
and the traditional order. Often impersonal and detached sterile relations masquerade as “openness”. (see Upton, 
Charles. Systems of Antichrist. Ghent NY: Sophia Perennis, 2001: Pg. 323-324).  
63 Del Noce, Modernity, Ph. 174-175.  
64 Note: remember what Minter gleefully states when interviewed about AIN, that abortion is “natural”, stating it 
with the weight of western scientific materialism and the lost or desecrated/profaned authority of pagan antiquity. 
But more on this in section II.  
65 Iibid, Pg. 178-179. 



(abortion advocacy claims as much). But this happiness is one of blandness and banality, the 

happiness of the atomized individual only, since the marriage of eroticism and scientific 

materialism negates an identification with a higher telos and authority66.  

It is of a great irony that as the modern subject, in this case the modern feminine subject, 

becomes more liberated, and more individualized, they at the same time become more 

homogeneous and ubiquitous. Consuming, believing, and committing to the same causes and 

narrow ways of being. It is of no little consequences that (as one Twitter mutually made clear to 

me) AIN focuses on every aspect of abortion but the act of termination itself, with all of its 

gruesomeness and repulsiveness, or the uncomfortable feeling one gets when seeing life 

extinguished in such a clinical, medicalized industrial fashion. The modern must never be 

burdened by the unsightly externalities and costs of sexual liberation, or even brutal realities 

death itself67. The so-called rights-based discourses surrounding termination of the unborn is 

ritualized in the art of AIN, its promises kept in a contemporary aestheticism of politics and pop 

protest art, politicized kitsch as it were, but the visceral act itself is loudly absent. As to the 

ritualistic aspect of AIN, this shall be explored now in section II, as we shall perhaps leave 

earthly politics behind and focus on the politics of the sacred. 

Section II: In the Absence of the Sacred.  

We previously have covered the confused political messaging of AIN and have analyzed 

the radical liberal subtext, the commodification of identity, the need for total control over nature 

and human nature, etc. While these issues remain somewhat opaque, what is clear is that there is 

a direct (albeit secularized, politicized and half-ironic) spiritual purpose to the works selected in 

 
66 Ibid. Pg. 236-237.  
67 Note: This could perhaps be a form of, what Ernst Becker called, the “denial of death” in modernity.  



AIN, in quite a calculated manner. Let me begin analyzing the deeper metaphysical implications 

of the exhibit by stating that this analysis is heavily influenced by Perennialist Charles Upton’s 

idea of the “counter-initiation”.  

To understand the forces of the counter-initiation, at least in the way it creeps up 

insidiously throughout every great, calamitous and turbulent end-period of high civilizations in 

their most decadent and hubristic stages, is to contemplate the purpose of tradition and meaning 

itself; Metaphysical objectivism, or a firm belief in the spiritual, is authenticated by a grounded 

contextuality in a tradition’s location, ethnos, temporality, etc. In other words, the metaphysical 

principle, in its origins and manifestations, must be conducive to a people, a culture and a 

weltanschauung that it arises from. What the thesis of the counter-initiation speaks of is an 

uprooting, a deconstruction, or desecration and profanation of faiths and wisdom traditions. The 

machinations of the Counter-Initiation unleash the forces of anti-traditional syncretism, which 

deracinates and perverts various spiritual traditions by smashing them together, preaching and 

inverted hierarchy, when all that is high becomes low, and the material, not the sacred, the 

utilitarian, not the transcendent, is held in higher regard68.  

 The Counter-Initiation: 

orientates him in the opposite direction -- towards the consciousness of the materialism, 

the world, and the self. Such an experience can have all of the trappings of an initiation: ritual, 

symbols, teachings, a fraternal camaraderie, and so on. Yet, rather than directing the “initiate” 

towards Deity, it channels and misdirects his seeking -- his search for the truth, and for 

something beyond him -- into non-spiritual and even anti-spiritual pursuits69. 

Mythos, ritual and hierarchy are inverted, which is the fate of all collapsed civilizations 

as lamented in various scared and “revealed” texts, from the bible to the Gita. What is the 

 
68 Upton, Charles. Vectors of the Counter-Initiation. The Course and Destiny of Inverted Spirituality. (San Rafeal: 
Sofia Perennis, 2012): Pg. 12-14.  
69 https://www.lewismasonic.co.uk/blog/what-is-counter-initiation.htm  
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purpose of AIN beyond activism but this sacred inversion, an ostensible lowering of the sacred to 

the worldly, the political, the material and the unconscious chaos that this inversion harbours? A 

bold conjecture perhaps, but it is precisely this inversion of the sacred through various 

appropriations of religious and mythic iconography that we shall explore in depth. The works of 

art have a much deeper subtext than merely the latent and rather simplistic aesthetic iconoclasm 

of “owning the Christians/owning the trads” by using their iconography against them.  

Return of the Consuming Mother, Terrifying power of the Shadow-Feminine. 

 From the very beginning of the Bloomberg video that went somewhat viral highlighting 

AIN in your typical “Now This” style hypertext video, the first shot is of Dominique Duroseau’s 

portrait photography series “Mammy was here: she equally acceptable (2019)70”. Here we see a 

haunting image of a black monocoloured tribal mask worn by a plus-sized model on a pedestal in 

different poses, wearing a black one-piece, black lash ropes and a checkered shall, with different 

degrees of exposing large, voluptuous breasts. The stern and ominous looking mask peers out, or 

perhaps through the audience. The usual analysis comes to mind of post-colonial art, affirming 

the beauty of the black body, shattering the “patriarchal, cis-white” norms of the art 

establishment, etc. But these are merely parochial, tedious and all together banal politically-

driven art analysis relative to the portrait photos, and is belied by a greater subtext at hand; one 

Patheos critic goes right to the heart of the matter, claiming the works in AIN is “satanic” with 

an underlying insidious message of child sacrifice ignored by standard left-wing activists, quote: 

“One of the plastic model figures in the exhibit appears to be in the likeness of the Greek 

Goddess Diana or her Egyptian equivalent, Isis. On her head is a golden halo, and strapped to 

her back, a sword. Worshippers of both have historically sacrificed children. The hand gestures 

on the t-shirt worn by the figure appears to be in homage to the Evil Eye of Horus, above which 

 
70 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/dominique-duroseau-mammy-was-here-she-equally-acceptable  
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the words read, “thank God for abortion.” God is referring to the Satanic and pagan god Horus, 

who according to mythology, was magically conceived out of necrophilia”71. 

  What we are witnessing in the myriad of pieces represented by the intersectional feminist 

artists in AIN is an archetypal revival of sorts, a return to the mother archetype, mediated in the 

inverted, utilitarian and material concerns of (post)modernity. More specifically the “terrible” 

all-consuming mother that is filtered through the shadow-self, the doppelganger negative 

attributes to the lunar feminine anima. The seminal Jungian scholar Erich Neumann directly links 

the decoupling of form, the uprooting of cultural signifiers in the works of artistic “modernism” 

or even postmodernism (although he was thinking of various modern artists like Gauguin, 

Matisse, Chagall and Klee) to this sense of upheaval and chaos in the modern world which 

ushers in a return to the primal terrible Mother72.  

Nature is the feminine, it is the primordial infant experience of all life that is rooted in the 

first direct representation of the mother, and all life is produced from the unknown and enigmatic 

alluring qualities of the feminine. Ontogenesis takes place in the gaze of the great Mother 

archetype, and from which (if there is a proper relationship and individuation of the feminine 

anime in the psyche) creative opportunities emerge. But it is the terrifying power of the Great 

mother that produces anxiety and stunted development73. Nature and the Great Mother represent 

this waystation between life and death, and between sexual Eros and Thanatos. Libidinal energy 

is direct inward when the feminine is misunderstood or rendered without holism in the psyche, 

producing inner chaos in the face of the awesome and mysterious power of the feminine, the 

 
71 https://www.patheos.com/blogs/hedgerow/2020/01/abortion-is-normal-exhibit-in-nyc-appears-to-point-to-
satanic-worship-video/  
72 Neumann, Erich. Art and the Creative Unconscious. (New Jersey: Princeton University pre,, Bollingen series, 
1959): Pg.  
73 Peterson, Jordan B. Maps Of Meaning, The Architecture of Belief. (New York, London: Routledge, 1999): Pg. 157.  
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unknown of life (procreative aspect) and death itself74; more specifically, the destructive “terrible 

mother” is the cultural archetypal force of death and destruction, the Freudian ID overrunning 

the psyche, from which sexual terror and fear arises. She aborts and consumers her children and 

is at the present site of every great calamitous event or downfall. She often presents herself in 

anxiety producing animal chimeras, both having power over, and power that is produced by 

sublime nature (for the sublime often evokes ineffable terror)75.  

 To quote Neumann: 

“As our daytime world is devoured by the Terrible Mother, torn to pieces in the bloody rituals 

that are our wars, demonic, magical, and elemental irrationality invades us. The stream of the 

Libido flows inward, from the crumbing canon into the unconscious, and activates its latent 

images of past and future”76. 

There are many different strands of meaning that culminate so eloquently, with a flair of 

prophetic vision even, in this quote. Neumann explains that artistic modernism, with the 

dissolution of nature and the human subject in what Fr. Seraphim Rose called the “thalidomide 

deformity in the bodies and faces77” of modern and postmodern art, is prefigured by the art of the 

past. We are interested in the “art of primitives, children, the insane” etc. because we are in a 

state of formless “creative unconscious disintegration” and a freeing of the powerful psychic 

flows of nature. Hence why modern and contemporary art blends and scavenges dead cultural 

signifiers, and produces admixtures of nature and the artificial, fragments of dreams and 

 
74 Ibid. Pg. 159.  
75 Ibid, Pg. 162-163.  
76 Ibid, Pg. 118.  
77 Fr. Seraphim Rose. Nihilism. (St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 2001): Pg. 84.  



memories, unreliable narratives, the ironic self-referential, bio-morphism, etc.78. since the 

beginnings of artistic modernism, there has been this odd compulsion to stray towards a revival 

of the pre and antimodern, the “images of past and future”, or images of past that form the 

aesthetic future. 

Art was then and even now produced with antimodern sensibilities of trying to go back to 

a mythic past, but ultimately filtering the worship of ashes through the modern, distorting the 

ceremonial, and ultimately creating more aesthetic reification, more “camp’ and dead symbols79. 

It is as if to say that the unbearable “freedom” afforded to the artist in the absence of 

metanarratives and the civilizational collapse of meaning pulls them unconsciously towards 

mythos; as AIN shows, this is filtered inevitably through the shadow forces of the unconscious 

situated in our modern episteme, the very same chaos which sundered tradition now wishes to 

revive its moribund husk, the skeletal, decomposed carrion parts of myth and ritual, ripe for 

modernist appropriations.  

The Body of the Consuming Mother.  

Take a few juxtaposed pieces in AIB, that have diametrically different life-worlds and 

come from different perspectives, yet share a strange harmony: Dominique Duroseau’s photo 

collection mentioned above, Laurie Simmon’s, “Mother/Nursery (1976)”80, Cecily Brown’s 

“Girl Eating Birds (2018)”81 and then Cindy Sherman’s “Untitled (2019)”82. 

 
78 Neumann, Art, Pg. 118-120.  
79 Lawson, Thomas. “Last Exit: Painting”. Art After Modernism. Ed. Wallis, Brian (New York: The New Museum of 
Contemporary Art, 1999): Pg. 157-159.  
80 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/cindy-sherman-untitled-265  
81 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/cecily-brown-girl-eating-birds  
82 https://www.artsy.net/artwork/cindy-sherman-untitled-265  
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Duroseau’s titled photos sends a clear message of critical race-relations in the 

particularities of American society. She is aiming to comment about “issues of race and access”83 

in the African American experience and cultural memory of racial trauma by reclaiming, or 

preforming a “counter-discourse” (as Foucault calls it) on the image of the slave maid, the 

“Mammy”. The Mammy is a stereotype of the dark-skinned maid and child caretaker, 

submissive, maternal, overweight, living in caretaker side-quarters on the rich white family’s 

land, etc.84. Duroseau challenges this image by using the black body as a site of power and a near 

intimidating gaze as opposed to submissiveness and racial degradation. 

 This is a prescient and valid form of counter-discourse, one that shares in the uniqueness 

of the African American experiences. The work seen through the lens of critical race theory 

imbues it with supreme authenticity, but the work cannot be divorced from its place in AIN as 

the main introductory piece to the viewer. Its racial content is bracketed for its placeholding as 

atavistic modern Goddess-worship, an archetypal inversion of a female lunar nature, welled up 

and flowing over the psyche without an unconscious and spiritual equilibrium85. If anything, the 

transparent leftist politics of AIN lowers the piece into an almost incongruent set of aesthetic 

discourses. Duroseau’s Mammy-imago no longer becomes an aesthetic representation of race, 

but about the feminine, the liberal feminine subject. No longer fighting for recognition and 

personhood amidst racial oppression, but this racially charged perspective being used in service 

of the bourgeois female liberal subject. That fact that it “looms over”86 the front of the exhibit 

room suggests that the image of the exoticized tribal body of the great mother evokes this feeling 

of the terrifying sublime over the audience. Which brings up a whole host of other issues with 

 
83 https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/abortion-is-normal-exhibition-planned-parenthood-1202674755/  
84 https://www.ferris.edu/jimcrow/mammies/  
85 Neumann, Art, Pg.30.  
86 https://hyperallergic.com/539075/an-art-exhibition-reminds-us-that-abortion-is-normal/ 
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the blurring and thin line between genuine expressions of POC outsideness in the art world, and 

just another, more sophisticated form of neo-exoticism, particularly regarding the POC body (in 

the name of woke posturing of course)87.  

Duroseau herself often wears the same mask in numerous performances like a character, 

such as the performance “I Pretend to be the Greatest (2019)”88. Where she is dancing to a 

hypnotic beat in a black dress, reciting a spoken word poem over the video about body positivity, 

declaring “she is not abnormal. Banish those toxic thoughts about her, death to those who find 

her disgusting! Death to those who wouldn’t be caught dead seen with her! Death to those 

allowing themselves or allowing the system to poison you into believing she is repulsive…she 

arouses you; she mesmerizes you! She is the vampiric spider that entices you”. And also in 

“Mammy was here: Tranquility Disrupted (2017)”89 where she beats a trash can while singing in 

the mask on the ground with a broken chair, giving away a mock clock to audience members, 

both representing the terrifying power of the feminine goddess, the Mother archetype. But this is 

a representation of the Mother Goddess that is firmly cemented in racial representations and 

counter-discourses. Her other works play upon the same themes of abjection and otherness such 

as the gallery showing “Black things in White Spaces (2017)” which uses materials to reveal the 

messiness and contradictions of the glamourized, exoticized non-white body. She plays with the 

themes (like Cindy Sherman and others in AIN) of the body of the other, in this case the racial 

other, that does not fit the idealizes and often white ideal of beauty standards. But Duroseau 

remarks upon the linage of non-objective art (expressionism in particular) that these artists “were 

about nothing” to which one Hyperallergic writer retorts: 
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88 https://vimeo.com/326994204  
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“Throughout there is a kind of insistence on the (black) body as a kind of counterpoint to 

this ideology, this enchantment that is whiteness. But then I think: Is this our future? Will we 

continue to have blackness and whiteness locked in this dialectic, and will we continue 

imagining our being existing somewhere between these two poles?”90. 

This is unfortunately the fate of racially conscious contemporary art, one that even 

betrays the aspirations of such things as afro-futurism. What we can gleam from Duroseau’s 

work in AIN is this pull towards appropriating the primal, the mother that terrifies and transfixes 

the viewer. And like the prolife vs. pro-choice debate itself, this is expressed in a uniquely 

American unconscious experience of race and the abject Mammy-mother retaking a sense of 

unique identity.  

Laurie Simmons’ photograph of one of her famed doll displays comes from quite a 

different cultural and class-based context than that of Duroseau’s work. Simmons is an explicitly 

(white) feminist artist91 of the middle to upper middle-class creatives variety. Simmons always 

led the way for a stereotypical type of feminist protest art, and now has even become even more 

woke by the guidance of her children, including new conceptual fads in the artworld like non-

binary representation, feeling as if her second waver boomer radicalism is a bit stale in the 

current woke epoch92; Simmons work setting up displays of Dolls dressed up in domestic roles 

always evoked this sense of playing upon the demure, deflated, fragile and domesticated picture 

of the feminine in a perpetual rebellion against a static view of suburban home life in 1950s 

America. The dolls are a symbol of a certain kind of placid and docile “girly” femininity, but 

Simmons uses them to highlight the performativity of the feminine, the display of homelife, to 

 
90 http://www.mutualart.com/ExternalArticle/Playing-with-the-Privilege-to-Make-Art-
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91 (mother of Luna Dunham, who has inflicted the pop culture well with ever more lurid, crass and vulgar displays 
of fourth wave feminist protest-productions, but that is an article for a different time).  
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consider how “society forces women to constantly perform”93. The doll is a disciplinary tool of 

engendered conformism, their still and bland gaze, perfect features, dressed up in womanly roles 

and occupations, all reflecting at society by Simmons putting them within an art context94.  

Mother/Nursery was photographed right after the Roe V Wade decision, and represents 

“a fascinating career-long capturer of the domestic in miniature, has offered Mother/Nursery, 

1976, a gelatin silver print of a doll, surrounded by illustrated horses and building blocks, 

looking plaintively up towards the camera as though questioning who the intruder is”95. The 

piece is observed through an overhead perspective, the dominate, disciplinary, overarching Other 

invading the space of girlish merriment of a different time, stunning the girl-doll figure. There is 

a background of a child’s nursery with crude animals and the like. In other photos taken with the 

same or a similar doll like “Pushing Lipstick (1979)”96, there are various scenes of it grasping 

real-sized lipstick (about the same height as the doll), a symbol of the red-lipped allure of the 

impassioned feminine captivating a young girl (hinting to a process of normalization). In another 

piece simply titled “Walking house (1989)”97 a woman’s slender and feminine legs, her “gams” 

prop up a suit of a typical suburban bungalow house. The symbolism is clear throughout the 

corpus of her work, the feminine is muted in the role as a wife and mother, a quiet desperation, a 

performance of the feminine.  

Neumann explains that the archetype of the divine feminine and the divine mother from 

which all life springs fourth, especially the anima within the male psyche, was transformed 

during the reformation until the present. The mother Sophia, Mary the mother of God, a symbol 
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of feminine Catholic veneration, representing the creative and vital transformative character of 

the feminine was lowered in the protestant mind, giving way to the individual experience, no 

longer within the collective unconscious and the mediatory wellspring of meaning98; think of this 

in terms of Simmons work. She is commenting upon the (particularly American) bourgeois 

protestant WASP experience of post-war domesticized atomic family life, violently bringing 

forth these dialectical images into the present anachronistically, even when their relevance has 

weaned. Of course, she states that the fight is the same, and that “I’m always shocked at how 

many problems are the same now as when I was in my Twenties. We are still fighting to hold 

onto our basic rights. We are still paid less than our male counterparts. And this is just in 

America”99. Like many activists on the left, the admission of society conforming and changing to 

their program from positions of power is almost an impossibility. It would betray the 

romanticised image of the “underdog” that relies on several “narrative fallacies”100 in order to 

exist (would a traditionalist society allow AIN to take place and receive glowing media 

accolades to begin with? Perhaps not).  

While the message of placing Mother/Nursery in AIN is clear, that times really have not 

changed, and the stilted image of the “girly girl” or domestic mother/housewife is still some 

imagined oppressive force, there is something missing still. Simmons placing these images out of 

time and into ours almost creates a neurotic character mediated through the aesthetic. The 

feminine in her dolls is a static and eternally fixed, helpless and policed entity. There is simply 

only the material body of the sculpted, regimented and personified feminine through the eyes of 
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WASP Americana, grounding the feminine aesthetic in the modern/material (lacking a vital 

transcendent aspect, as the modern psyche shuns this possibility for both the masculine and 

feminine energies101. The dolls faces are placed in a “emptied” and” lifeless” gaze102, transfixed 

in a permanent performative look of a plastic feminine, a purely domesticated and low-culture 

informed image of woman-qua-woman. Simmons art is powerful as a critique, but in the light of 

the numerous other works of counter-initiatory symbolism in AIN, the image serves to 

disempower the feminine by pigeon-holing and fixing it in the critique of itself.  

The body of the mother is made into a garish pastiche, a thing of mockery and derision 

from the hip and chic feminism of yesteryear’s radicalism. The image of the woman-qua-woman 

is glamorized into clownish emptiness103, unable to seek a repose into something higher or 

fulfilling. Even  rituals of the feminine is transmigrated into purely material domestic chores, 

acted out ad-Infinium (even methods of “empowerment” given to the feminine subject by liberal 

modernity, namely voting, is an ersatz placeholder for ritual, Her daughter Lena Dunham for 

instance, equated voting for Obama to good sex in a campaign ad104).  

Cecily Brown’s “Girl Eating Birds (2018)105” is a showcase of her signature style that 

blends New York style painterly abstraction with the sensibilities of representation found in the 

post-impressionists. Her canvases are often flooded with Joan Mitchell-style chaotic 

brushstrokes, but relying more on representation, taking from a cacophony of reference photos 

together she visualizes and clips/edits into each painting, often inspired by old maters, and one of 

 
101 Peterson, Maps, Pg. 291.  
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the few willing to return to larger canvases of human figures and the triptych106. Brown creates 

works that in some ways are out of time, not exactly fitting into the mould of the YBA (young 

British artists) at the time of her arrival, and painting with figuration and the landscape in mind. 

There is also a level of the unconsciousness to her work that is particularly important for 

studying her piece in AIN; Brown’s tapestries of figures and colors mesh into canvases of human 

bodies molding and melting into each other and into the landscape. As Deleuze and Guattari 

notes in the faciality section of A Thousand Plateaus, the face and the landscape, or the body and 

the landscape Deterritorialize to become an interplay of forces, channels and flows of intensities 

and energies107. In Brown’s work we see bodies serves as the sublime nature of the landscape, 

blending into vast fields of erotic sensuousness, female nudes are packed with an energetic 

naturalism rarely seen in the calculated, chic modern conceptual work of the YBA108.  

 The subtext and latent interpretive meaning behind Brown’s work can often become 

confused or muddied in disparate elements. Within the flat landscapes of bodies and dripping 

oranges and sienna flesh tones, whirlwinds of images and symbols lies a somewhat incoherent 

meshing of differing image-concepts.  Her politics comes off as a generic post-history liberalism, 

conglomerations of global bodies in semi-disconnected union (her famed triptych depicts the 

arrest of a Muslim woman on a French beach who wore a Burkini next to a crashed ship. This 

was following the French Burkini ban. In so many words, anti-nationalism, sympathies towards 

globalism and the migrant crisis are often themes in her work109). The work that is on display in 
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AIN, however, is harder to gauge through a strictly politically feminist lens, although themes of 

empowerment and agency of womanhood are there.  

Girl Eating Birds shows a series of lightening fast brushstrokes in a few different colors 

and a generally flatter tonal scene. The amalgamation of strokes that are thinned down, relying 

on the brush for texture seeping into the canvas rather than thick paint, show an array of simple 

greens and siennas, like that of the later color choices of De Kooning. Trees, leaves and flesh are 

brought together in a chaotic union, a flair of the medieval is present, or the baroque 

exaggeration of human form without the stark tonal contrasts. In it a girl or woman sits on the 

floor in a strained pose, her face melting away into consuming a singular patch of cadmium 

yellow, perhaps denoting an exotic bird. You can tell there is an intuitive guiding of the hand in 

every stroke, creating a weaving image that jumps from the “flatness110” of the modern abstract 

painters to representation of the female form. Unlike her pervious works, this is a single female, 

with little of the natural environment or allusions to the dimensional horizon and depth of a 

normal landscape present, it is just her in the consuming act.  

Why is it this work that is included among the others in AIN? Perhaps a well-reasoned 

observation is its deeper numinous and archetypal content itself. The bird has always represented 

in mythos and dreams, to feminine and masculine energies, a symbol of inner spiritual freedom 

and the “flight” of the soul into new upsurges of potentiality. The feminine aspect is represented 

by the bird’s tail, symbolizing the material breast, the giver of life from the great mother to the 

child. The male aspect is represented by the beak, the phallus, the freedom of flight over the 

“world” in virality, to fly to different regions and conquer the ground from above111. According 

 
110 See Clement Greenberg’s analysis of modernism in art: https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/cecily-
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to Jung, the bird is deeply connected to the anima, which has an affinity with animals likes birds 

(the mythic wild mystery of the feminine). It is the representation of spirit in ascendant volition, 

often represented in alchemy where animal/natural power and human power are united112. It is to 

Jung “The daemon of sexuality approaches our soul as a serpent. She is half human soul and is 

called thought-desire. The daemon of spirituality descends into our soul as the white bird. He is 

half human soul and is called desire-thought”113.  

The girl is eating the bird and denying or consuming that part of inner freedom and 

sexual prowess, as well as the maternal affect of the bird-symbol. The body of the feminine is 

contorted to the act of consumption, perhaps to internalize that freedom within, eating the bird 

beak-first (as often in feminist protest art, there are depictions of women eating phallic symbols 

such as bananas, dethroning, neutering or “cutting off” the symbolic virality of the 

patriarchal114); there is a primal image to painting a girl or woman sitting in a garden of Eden 

without denoting any greater landscape, the branches of trees and leaves bend to her power. As 

in alchemy and hermeticism, the primordial archetypal symbol of the winged serpent eating 

itself, the Ouroboros. It has always been a symbol of primal chaos and identification with the 

terrible mother, such as the dragon goddess Tiamat, who’s children try to overcome her when 

she determines their life or death and fate, until the patriarchal hero-king Marduk subdues her115.  

The Uroboros has a gnostic dual nature (like the tree or Axis mundi symbol, also present 

in the painting) which is of a lower element, the serpent and the chaos or disharmony it 

harbingers. And the higher element of potentiality, which is the bird-like wing serpent. There is 
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both the masculine and feminine principles in the Uroboros, and “stands for, or comprises, 

everything yet unencountered” and is the “source of all information that makes up experience 

and is, simultaneously, the birthplace of the experiencing subject”116; Brown’s painting 

represents this reciprocity, chaos and primal upsurge of potentialities from an ancient and 

collective unconscious source. The feminine figure sprawled on the ground eating a bird in a 

state of untouched and chaotic nature. The face is blasted out in thinned-down brush-heavy 

strokes, nothing but a maw is left to consume the feminine power, the feminine returning to its 

own terrifying nature. As Jung saw, the terrible mother, linked with terror and potentiality in the 

psyche, is seen as an immediate threat to the ego, for its mysterious nature and unpredictability, 

like the mythic terrible mother impregnated by her lover-son, then castrates him and kills their 

offspring117. The body her becomes an ancient and eldritch taking of power back in the garden, a 

garden that now bends to the power of the feminine in modernist painting’s pictorial image-

flatness (where nature is present, but there are no allusions or areal perspective that implies a 

greater vastness than the singular female figure, unlike in say, literati painting, where human 

figures are side-lined to give way to the vast sublimes of nature itself118).  

Cindy Sherman is certainly a titan among the feminist art scene, ushering in 

photography art that directly relates to the postmodern, the post-structural and the various 

questions of fragmented identity in the modern world. What makes her piece in AIB interesting 

is that she explicitly states coyly that her work is not explicitly political, or about “feminist 

theory jargon”, but leaves room for interpretation, to the chagrin of activist academics and 

 
116 Ibid, pg. 140-141.  
117 Gallant, Christine. Blake and the Assimilation of Chaos. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University press, 
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feminist artists119. At first glance, the obsessive nature of her self-portrait photographs perhaps 

take’s on an air of self-indulgence or narcissism, but as she explains, her work is not viewed as 

self-referential or auto-biographical120, but rather used merely as an exploded archetype, a 

placeholder in herself for a fragmentary multivalent feminine. And it is this multivalence of the 

postmodern that is a key to understanding her work. The famed series of movie stills for 

example, depict juxtaposed scenes from stereotypical 50s film shots, out of their context, one can 

create a narrative unto itself, playing upon themes of dislocation and fragmentation of images121. 

To use a Baudrillardian concept, she creates the hyperreal by making copies of works without an 

original referent, not just lacking an aesthetic aura but negating it altogether, as the endless 

copying of images is vital to her artistic practise122.  

Her self-portrait photo in AIN must be viewed first from her prior iconic work that 

speaks to the heart of what the gallery is trying to accomplish itself, primarily the issues of living 

with, imploding and making malleable the once rigid and omnipotent male gaze. Sherman 

confronts the images of the feminine, and the bodies of the feminine through the lens of 

desirability, and struggles with life under the gaze, thus create works designed to negate this 

inborn desirability of the feminine123. Her personage in the works of photo-art produced are often 

distorted, under facsimile masks that create distance, or ontological doubling of the self (mask of 

the face)124. or made to rearrange the fascial features upon the deterritorialized “black hole” of 

the face itself125. Sherman’s women in her works are often ideal idols, the woman-qua-woman in 
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the patriarchal media gaze, idealized to the point of grotesqueness and a near uncanny valley 

feel126; her infamous photos series entitled “Sex Pictures” which shows various anatomically 

accurate prosthetic limbs, casts and busts rearranged and cut into, anal passages hollowed out, 

hermaphrodite androgyny, pornographic erogenous zones that are void like, etc. as Hal Foster 

says, the images “drive Sherman to obliterate the gaze” by “imploding” the subject127. The stable 

picture of the individual and its archetypal consistency is dissolved in the uncanny representation 

of human forms re-arranged and displaced from one another, spanning various issues of identity 

and gender politics in the work of photo-art128.  

What is striking about her untitled photo in AIB is how straightforward and simplistic it 

is; at first glance of course. Gone are the 90s works filled with postmodern juxtapositions of past 

and future, the cut-up method applied to the body, but a body itself in its womanhood, directing 

the gaze back at the viewer. But do not let the simplicity of her personage in the photo belie any 

straightforward interpretation of just being another self-image; in the photo, Sherman presents “a 

pregnant woman stares the viewer dead in the eye as she clutches her stomach, a visceral 

reminder of how personal the experience of pregnancy is”129. Of course, there is the obvious 

pro-abortion emotional plea to the liberal rights framework, but perhaps the image bares more 

archetypal and even ominous meaning. The gaze of the image reflects on the viewer, to what 

Sherman perceives as the world of patriarchal control (the reality tunnel from which leftist 

feminist politics views the world), but in fact gazes from a towering position of power. It is as if 

the mother archetype, the awe-inspiring mother clutches the primal womb, making herself the 

 
126 Owens, Craig. “ The Allegorical Impulse”, Art After Modernism. Pg. 234-235.  
127 Foster, Hal. "Obscene, Abject, Traumatic." Obscene, Abject, Traumatic. 78 (1996). Print: 15 Nov.2013: 106-24.. 
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dispenser of life and death130. She takes power over the unborn in her arms, even wearing a pop 

music tee shirt, and added symbol of the mass-media, the “mainstream” appeal from which the 

terrible mother stands  

It is the body of the mother, in all its simplicity, staring a hole through the viewer in 

Sherman’s photo that conducts this counter-discourse that is a foundational element to AIN. Like 

the mock protest “Thank God for abortion, clad in inverted religious symbols and riot gear that 

“subverts religious attacks on reproductive rights with clothing, banners, riot gear, and ornately 

decorated mannequins emblazoned with religious imagery and the words”131, Sherman is 

creating a counter-myth, or a mythic autopoiesis of the feminine. A running theme throughout 

her work is post-modern myth making that explodes a rigid or singular archetypal view of the 

feminine in the name of a liquid, adjected, unstable, multivalent and perspectival feminine 

identity. A Dionysian identity that along with frivolity, feminine power, chaos and orgiastic 

ritual, implies a androgyne form of being132. This is the crucial linchpin between aesthetic post-

modernity, abortion politics, gender politics and archetypes of the feminine intersecting in AIN. 

It is this “return of the Goddess”133 that underlies a secular and counter-initiatory inversion of 

myth, which will lead to its eventual collapse (but more on that in the next section on nature).  

Sherman in her film stills, as Arthur Danto states, represents the feminine in her “myriad 

embodiments”, submerging the singular nature of an older ideal of the feminine under “a 

thousand faces”134. Denise Last compares Sherman’s work to the Sumerian Myth of Dumuzi’s 

dream, where the Goddess Inanna awakens from the underworld to take power but requires a 
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sacrificial body to occupy. Dumuzi is the only one who does not volunteer, so Inanna angrily 

summons Daemons to drag him to the underworld for a Goddess to occupy his masculine body, 

the body of a patriarchal (Campbell-esque) hero135. Quote: 

“Sherman's work manifests Tseelon's characterization of feminine paradoxicality, and 

thereby locates Dumuzi's dream as an instance of patriarchy awakening to its own dependency 

for self-definition on the projected definitions of woman. Sherman maps this as a postmodern 

mythographer, revealing the way in which the para-feminine self, like Aphrodite-Inanna, rejects 

the imposition of boundaries”.136 

Sherman often creates vivid and shockingly lurid caricatures of combined feminine and 

masculine bodies, garbs of heroic antiquity in a female personage, create non-essential character 

stills, fragments of postmodern bodies137. The fetishized feminine body is glamorized to the 

point of clownish caricature, clown-world gender bending (sometimes with literal clown 

makeup), and the role of masculine heroes of obviated into fragile states or mocking caricatures. 

Like Dumuzi dreaming of Inanna, gender is “destabilized”, and the feminine which is freed of 

the gaze and of traditional obligation is “equated with death” and fulfills the “forbidden 

nightmare of the masculine”138 which desires the danger, the Femme-Fetale archetype. Sherman 

throughout her artistic corpus plays with theses themes, especially in “sex pictures” which shows 

excremental expulsion, gender-confused manikins, their parts swapped and hallowed.  

But here in the AIN contribution is quite clearly a representation of the omnipotent 

mother, revealing that Sherman’s counter-initiatory ritualism that explodes the abject feminine 

into postmodern multiplicity can somehow aesthetically converge into the classic representations 

of the feminine for various political purposes. And notice further still that the postmodern 

disorientation and abjection of the feminine body remains residually in the fact this is an older 
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woman appearing pregnant. The themes of the “crone” or the “wise old woman” that guides the 

psyche are present in the image, the Jungian masculine psyche which relies so heavily on the 

feminine other, the Anima, for inner wholeness in individuation (a perspective that is too limiting 

and essentialist for Denise Last’s analysis of new feminine myth-making in Sherman’s work139); 

the Crone usually occupies the final stage in the tripartite feminine, the elder years of “weaning 

influence” in the cultural and individual psyche, but a bringer of wisdom and guidance never the 

less. She is of a dual light and dark nature like all archetypes; thus, she may manifest as 

disagreeable or sinister140; Like her previous work, there is a fluidity of the feminine ushered out 

of a place, a context. As in the film stills, they stand on their own without a past, and with a 

turbulent future. For the Crone clutches her womb ensuring a precariousness to the life of the 

eternal child which could be intrusted from its springing-fourth into being from potentiality.  

Her power comes from the power over the self in waking life (older women in positions 

of influence) manifested unconsciously141, but here we have a distortion of the crone archetype 

in Sherman’s work. Here instead it is the old crone, with her dark maliciousness and her light-

attributes like wisdom, who also simultaneously the mother archetype. The body of the 

omnipotent mother is the site of archetypal deterritorialization and confusion. Hence Sherman’s 

Untitled in AIN places emphasis on the unique situation of the Crone archetype in our era of 

invitro-fertilization, plummeting western birth rates, and women foregoing childbirth till later in 

life, or not at all, hence confusing the role of the Crone/old woman142. There is an obvious 

psychic significance to the mother being represented as both fertile and older, and perhaps the 
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political implications being the older second wavers giving birth still to a more depopulated 

future generation, a post- “wall”143 future of sorts. The archetypal order itself is being shifted and 

placed in doubt by liquid modernity.  

Concluding the Body of the Feminine.  

The archetypal shadow side of the mother filtered through contemporary political issues 

in societies of control (qua Upton) is manifested in the language of sexual and feminine 

liberation itself. Abortion through the lens of traditionalism and metaphysical objectivism is 

sacrifice transmuted through modern clinical apparatuses and discourses of social hygiene and 

modern rights-frameworks. As Upton notes, like the Goddess mother Cybele, who demands 

fertile sacrifice and castration for the earth, so the current order of things demands hidden 

sacrifices to ensure the gnostic sacred “freedoms”144. Given the modern resurgence of rituals and 

rites that worship (or rather symbolically “live action role play”) an image of the towering 

feminine, a cradler and ender of life, Upton sees the corporate-promoted big environmental 

movement and the pro-abortion movement both expressing a nihilistic anti-humanism145. This is 

what AIN does in its mockery, appropriations and mythmaking regarding the feminine body; in 

fact, this sort of art, as the giant of classic art criticism Robert Hughes noted, is a quintessentially 

American phenomenon. The body is the cite of identity creation, and in this unique American 

art-century: 

“American is in the business of inventing new identities, based on narrow conceptions 

of race, gender and the rest. these have made for narrow, preachy, single issue art in which 
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victim credentials count more than aesthetic achievement…the fact that an artwork is about 

injustice no more gives it aesthetic status, than if it is about mermaids”146. 

 Upton sees the resurgence of the divine Goddess, the worship of nature in its Gaian 

feminine form, as a symptom of a great and chaotic upheaval. This is the goal of the counter-

initiatory forces running in the background of supposedly secular, hyper-rational liberal 

globalized civilisation and its archon-like artist-activists. Instead of the integration of both higher 

and lower parts of the Goddess into a spiritual whole, the forces of counter-initiation have 

instead let the lunar-feminine flow over the psyche in a dark, shadow-anima eroticism147. As 

Camille Paglia observed in her seminal work “Sexual Personae”, the terrifying power of the 

feminine, and nature itself embodied in the feminine, has always run through the male psyche in 

antiquity and now. Especially now that there are virtually no checks on feminine nature, which 

can be allowed to embrace an omnipotence without a pretense of psychic wholeness. The art of 

AIN reveals this, for the spirit of the feminine-Dionysian is an “all-embracing totality of the 

mother-cult”148; the 60s ushered in a vulgarization of the Dionysian spirit in the feminine, 

grounding it in a material rather than spiritual body149. Along with it came a crass politicization 

of aesthetics that the contemporary art world has never recovered from, and from which AIN is 

the current zenith manifestation of such never-ending “revolutionary” aesthetic attitudes towards 

the liberated sexual feminine body.  

  A lot of these artists and works we have covered have significant artistic merit, and some 

are giants in the art world, but are riding a wave of spiritual and psychic energy present in our 

current epoch that perhaps they themselves do not know (as Jung stated more or less, artists are 
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the last ones to know the meaning of their own work usually150). It is in the next section where 

we shall see the transformation and direct treatment of nature itself in AIN, and whether these 

works are truly indicative of postmodernity or point towards something else entirely that defies 

categorization.  

Section III: Post-Postmodern Nature in AIN.  

 The question of nature is at the center of AIN and its claims to activism, as well as a 

certain normativity that goes with a natural order of things. From the outset, Marilyn Minter 

proclaims that abortion is not only “natural” but that it was a common feature of human 

existence, and that its scandalization has only occurred recently by the “religious far Right”151. 

This is of course a problematic claim and opens a near endless debate over the historicity of 

abortion practices in antiquity until Christianity and its moralism cemented itself to a great extent 

in the world-consciousness. For our purposes, I shall not venture so much into this territory, but 

only on the meaning of cementing the aesthetic philosophy of AIB’s activist-art in claims of 

naturalism. More specifically, what does this mean for post-modernity, and its tendency towards 

out and out erasure of nature-qua-nature in its “culture as nature” attitudes?  

 Minter’s statement reveals at fundamental conundrum, which perhaps reveals a real 

postmodern or “post-postmodern” expropriation of claims to naturalism in political aesthetics. 

One that sways between a postmodern conceit to nature’s artificiality in liquid modernity that 

preaches a “liquidation of all referentials”152, and a harkening back to a more primal, perhaps 

“ecofeminist” claim. One that preaches a reawakening of female nature engaging with a larger 
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nature for the purposes of female autonomy, seeing the exploitation of nature as parallel to the 

exploitation of female nature153. The latter is of course problematic for a post-modern project 

within the realm of politicized feminist aesthetics, especially dealing with Abortion which posits 

a liberation from nature itself (or from the responsibilities of nature to women specifically). The 

first doctrine of rationalist, techno-fragmentary Xeno-feminism for example is “if nature is 

unjust, then change (or abolish) nature”154. In so many words, AIN claims to not fully dive 

headlong into the “fragmented micro-insurgencies” of identity in the postmodern age, apart from 

a few works here and there155, but appropriate an overarching, albeit nominal, form of naturalist 

metanarrative to justify or give legitimacy to the claims about abortion securing “liberation” for 

feminine bodies.  

 As Paglia in Sexual Personae notes strongly, all great art comes from this quarrel with 

nature, and that “everything is melting in nature”, and hence all art is order, a sacred place that 

honours in an Apollonian way, the Dionysian and eternal feminine that is nature itself156. The 

postmodern feminist critics and poststructuralists as their scaffolds critique this as essentialist, 

problematic in its conception of nature. To which Paglia replies that to overturn essential nature 

is to overturn the fluidity and identification with flux and mystery the feminine (as we have seen) 

is so enraptured with. Nature is often symbolized by liquid flows, soap, water, essential oils, etc. 

that have a feminine connotation. And as such, the masculine tries to fix this flux and flows of 

intensities through art, science and philosophy. to Paglia, art is masculine because there is no 

final victory for the masculine, there is always this anxiety around nature, hence women are 
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fixed and objectified in art by necessity of this terror on the male psyche. The postmodern 

response is as stated, “change nature if it is unjust”, but this objectification will to Paglia “never 

leaves us”157. This is important because we are trying to ascertain whether or not AIN is truly 

“postmodern”. For one tendency in a strain of postmodernism is this tragic abridgment, 

alienation from, and even outright abjuration of nature itself in art, especially in the age of digital 

simulacra158.  

 What the rhetoric employed in AIN achieves is a doubling back into an ersatz 

essentialization, or a nominal essentialism of the natural in order to side-step certain problematic 

aspects of a full-blown postmodern anti-ethos. Certainly, there are the hallmarks of the 

Postmodern159 in AIN: the blending of high and low culture, such as Laurie Simmons other 

featured piece “Blue Hair/Red Belt/Blue Dress/Orange Room, (2014)160” which shows a doll-like 

cartoon character, perhaps similar to Betty Boop. Embrace of the collage and found-object, 

especially the usual feminist use of mix media like newspaper clippings and cross-stich (such as 

selling Katrina Majkut’s “stitch n' Bitch AIN DIY Embroidery Kits, (2019)”161 a DIY cross-stick 

kit with flowers around “abortion is normal” both art and a marketing/donation tool). The display 

of various fragmented cultures and perspectival identities, etc. yet there is still a current or an air 

of metanarrative which runs through AIN, as all feminist activist art in one for or another.  

 As to the problematic aspects of Pomo, Jameson points out that there are certain 

“reactionary tendencies” which boils to the surface in the critiques and cultural rupture of the 

high-modernist project Pomo engages in. Anti-modernism and the embrace of a re-worked and 
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fragmentary mythos slips its way through the back door so to speak. It was Habermas after all 

who tired to resurrect certain aspects of the liberal high modernist project to negate the 

reactionary and problematic aspects of Pomo’s critique. Pomo’s destabilization of modernism 

has the capacity to lead  to a “reactionary cultural politics” that describes the progressive 

modernist impulses that stem from the Bourgeois Enlightenment162; AIN treads this line by 

standing on the basis of its main activist root-object, that being a freedom of infanticidal abortion 

for women, being a constant and “natural” part of human history. Yet AIN dabbles in mythic 

images of the feminine, ones that are postmodern appropriations and de-rooted placeholders for 

materialist aims. Hence AIN would be only a Postmodern art collective in part or embodying a 

“left-wing” Pomo that “retains the modern notion that traditional thinking is inherently 

irrational, which means that the inevitability of tradition implies the inevitability of 

irrationality”, and from here there is no ground of pure reason and in turn, modernism itself, and 

its constant prejudice against manifestations of tradition163. Whereas Right-wing Pomo out and 

out rejects the modernist prejudice against mythos, and thus embraces a polyvocality of 

knowledge and divergent rationalities instead of the one all-prevalent post-enlightenment 

instrumental rationality164.  

Losing Nature in the Spectacle.  

 Contemplating nature’s role in our postmodern world is important regarding the singular 

voice (despite the proclamation to the contrary) of AIN’s message; The nature Minter speaks of 

it rather a nature mediated through the aims of the present. What drives the forces of aesthetics 
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and contemporary art in the postmodern age is the society of the spectacle, what Applewood 

calls the “fabulous”, the fabulation of all societal and aesthetic relations. Here the artist does not 

drive the audience towards deeper meaning via contemplation, but rather the forces of 

amplification and spectacle delivers meaning to the audience. Parody, cynicism, explicit and on-

the-nose political protest art, and finally pop art all derive from the society of the 

fabulous/spectacle165. Nature and humanity grow separated further still under the forces of global 

capitalism and infinite growth and progress, quote: 

“The causes of our current malaise and misdirection go deeply into the past and are inseparable 

from the development of Western consciousness in its religious, philosophic, and scientific 

aspects. Our original model of in-dividuation was a move toward freedom and away from 

divinity, nature, and obedience through a Fall in the Garden”166 

It is thus a unique contradiction in the postmodern age, one that only art, even terrible and 

garish hyper-political art, can reveal. The contradiction being that postmodernism relies upon the 

enlightenment claims to a “greater” natural telos in order to justify its own project of eradicating 

nature from art and human consciousness itself. AIN proves this in its omnipotent view of the 

feminine embodied self, able to become “separated from natural contingency”167 such as birth 

and death; Spectacle and the fabulation of activist art certainly achieve this in AIN, one that rips 

the metaphysical, the religious rituals and natural expressions of awe from its roots and uses 

them for materialist aims. like religion in the postmodern age “functions as language, a form of 

hyperbole, and is not separate from fantasy/horror or science fiction but is separate from belief. 

God is a commodity to be vended”168.  
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The inverted symbols of Pope-hats and the crucifixion in mock-protest performance art 

“Thank God for abortion” are used as socio-political currency to drive home a message of 

human omnipotence over the forces of nature. One may only observe with stunned and mortified 

eyes the various FEMEN precursors to AIN, like an Argentinian chapter that staged a mock 

abortion of Christ. Mary is being given a gory blood-splattered deletion of a baby Jesus figure by 

pink-hooded feminist protestors holding a banner “If Mary had an abortion, we wouldn’t be in 

this situation” implying the same message as Marilyn Minter in the Bloomberg interview, that 

abortion is only taboo and scandalized by the age of Christianity169. Applewood further states: 

Our modes of economic organization, political competition and power distribution still 

implicitly follow a logocentric, trans-natural model, one which reserves highest accolades for 

those acts of individuation which move farthest from nature”.170.  

Abortion, aesthetics, late-capitalist realism, globalism, the counter-initiation, etc. all share 

in the same pursuit of this alienation of humanity from nature. Identity and subjectivity itself is 

commodified, and the only way to achieve an end-of-history liberation from the past, and from 

nature, is to “liberate” biological functions and spiritual obligations in the present. As 

Applewood observes, the postmodern age of the fabulous uses a juxtaposed, de-rooted and 

jumbled mess of religious images and motifs, along with the almighty omnipotence of science to 

sell us on our own beliefs of domination over the natural. His example is a herbicide commercial 

using the regalia of religious concepts to sell a product that ostensibly allows us to control and 

commodify wild nature itself171. To Applewood “The most threatening element of our current 

situation is the mixture of a religiously derived ideology of separation from nature with a science 
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used as instrument for purposes inconsistent with a scientific understanding of the human 

situation in the cosmos”172. Here we shall see directly in AIN this terrible admixture expressed in 

the aesthetic realm.  

Anti-Eros and Domination: De Sade and Minter.  

 When we talk about the domination of nature, and abortion being but one important 

dimension of this final obviation of nature’s machinations upon the agency of humanity, we are 

of course highlighting this unique relationship between sexuality and death itself. Sex stripped of 

its vital power, its sacred dimensions, its ability to produce life, is merely another commodity, 

transient sterile relations in the world of simulated feelings that are bough and sold. Art has a 

unique place in this, as the art of the modern world reveals this tragic profanation of sexuality, 

death, the “le Petite Mont” of the erotic experience; its is what De Sade saw in the transgressions 

against all taboo, against the body, the soul, the instrumentalization of sexuality as a tool of 

endless bondage. Both Paglia and Horkheimer/Adorno seem to agree on this, that De Sade uses 

an anti-eroticism of sorts to express a total domination over nature and life itself, both non-

human nature and humanity’s inner nature itself173. 

De Sade dehumanizes and yet imbues the female subject with an awe-striking power on 

part with a caricature of the masculine. To Paglia, De Sade’s female characters unleash a torrent 

of transgression against the natural order in their cerebral masculine inclinations, their capacity 

for cruelty and callous indifference to suffering. The lesbianism of his female protagonists meant 

to “squander her reproductive energies on herself”, creating an “active female sodomite” reeks of 
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a petulant deviance of religion and nature itself174. The feminine in De Sade takes fourth the 

power of natural flux, the Dionysian energies and mysteries, and subverts them with an 

Apollonian rationality of domination and near scientific dissection of the erotic, the tortuous and 

profane through the lacerations and bondage of the body175. 

 De Sade violates the nature of the feminine by negating this very reproductive function, 

or negating that which denotes fertility. In order to do this, he must take Cartesian dualism to its 

extremist conclusions, separating the soul entirely from the erogenous battleground of the body, 

the body of lurid experimentation and horrific sexual torture176. So in his various works, breasts 

are hacked away, vaginas portrayed as ghastly, and the thirst for egalitarianism between men and 

women is equated with a “secret desire for domination”, for it is total bodily equality where 

reproduction is negated, and thus the interchangeability of subject qua subject is had177. Here 

transsexualism is apparent, and De Sade “plays Darwinian mother nature” where “all bodies are 

revealed, naked, nothing is hidden”. Where identity arises not from some inner essence but from 

brutal, calculating action, for the calculation and perverted reason of an over-run apollonian is 

never far away, for both men and women in De Sade178.  

Horkheimer and Adorno state that De Sade embodies the logic of instrumental reason in 

its most theatrical and brutal form. the capacity of reason to harbour the logic of calculation and 

planning without an end goal is evident in De Sade, where the powerful treat both the subject and 

nature as merely material things to be utilized and exploited for use-value179. 120 days of Sodomy 

“prefigures the organization, devoid of any substantial goals which was to encompass the whole 
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of life”180. Horkheimer and Adorno place De Sade’s work as a precursor for the modern 

bourgeois subject and its environment of artifice that we are immersed in. no function is left 

unattained to, no orifice left un-violated and violently raped. There is a buzz and business to 

every action, and “no function left inactive. In sport, as in all branches of mass culture, a tense, 

purposive bustle prevails, although none but the wholly inundated observer could fathom the 

different combinations”181; in De Sade, Horkheimer and Adorno see the modern post-

enlightenment human (soon to be post-human) condition. Reason cannot distinguish between 

inner drives, so everything is abolished in the pursuit of jouissance, pleasure that gives way to its 

negation, Eros unencumbered by ritual that its form manifests in anti-Eros. There is no longer 

religion, a pervasive de-mythologizing of life produces a void that is filled by the pathological 

need for fascistic control over life and nature182 De Sade’s perfectly planned events of 

sadomasochism, the probing of the body on mass, transgression and profanation to the point of 

tragicomic caricature in hindsight. These events of sexual cruelty do not aim for a limit-

experience of ecstasy but is the quintessence of the enlightenment project of continual 

overturning of old orders and mythos183.  

 What is compelling is that both Paglia and Horkheimer/Adorno mention the great mother 

in De Sade’s work, specifically regarding nature. The latter sees De Sade as producing an artistic 

fable of enlightenment itself, the destruction of ritual and “the great mother” with the “order of 

the Father”. Ancient matriarchal ritual and religiosity is seen as mythological, and must be 

eradicated, giving way to newer myths of patriarchal control and the subduing of life to reason 
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and efficiency184. In other words, the Dionysian contorts into an inversion, its opposite in 

disguise, an Apollonian force with the Dionysian pursuit of pleasure as its handmaid and mask. 

Paglia sees the return of the great Mother in its terrifying form, harboring not life but self-

annihilation a unisex “agent of hostility” that only values the orifice of death and excretion, the 

sodomy of the anus, and that views “the female body as no more beautiful than the male”185. 

Here the Great Mother is denied her reproductive function, but stands as a pure object of anxious 

terror, and the intelligent, calculating female characters take on the same “perversions of the 

male intellect” capable of committing the same amount of sexual crimes186. But this is a fantasy 

only the darkest corners of art can express, and this leads us to a centerpiece in AIN.  

 Marilyn Minter’s piece specifically created for AIN entitled “CUNTROL (2020)”187 

features a triptych of hyper-real and vivid photos of female mouths and lips on shining aluminum 

plate with the center letters of “Cuntrol” (a play on “cunt” and control, the female genitalia as a 

source of total power) obscured by a glistening and dripping effect, like moisture and 

condensation on a metallic bathroom mirror. The work is indicative of Minter’s usual pantheon 

of vivid, yet jejune erotic images of dripping liquid metal and glistening wet female organs. Lips 

press against the glass, a huge inflamed red tongue licks into the viewer, a piece of cherry red 

nails presses upon the frosted and glossy glass surface. The piece follows her signature color 

palette of paintings and photo edits, purples, muted bluish silvers and a cold futuristic aesthetic 

with bursts of warmth. The cool and slick modern erotic pours out from the image, loosing one’s 

self in a whirlwind of passion and Eros, but an Eros grounding in nothing but the erogenous 

zones themselves.  
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 What Minter tires to achieve is a problematique of glamour, its celebration, yet 

simultaneous deconstruction in her work. There is an obsession with the glamorized body riddled 

with imperfections, of freckles, high heels caked in mud, the tongue dripping and run through 

layers of golden gel and silver liquid. Her painters sometimes take months to complete images 

captured and run through photoshop layers, all on aluminum supports that give a unique 

photorealistic and shining quality to them188. Minter’s work is at the forefront of what seems now 

to be the standard and seemingly truncated feminist critiques in contemporary art, issues of 

representation, what is the idealized body, pouring over images of the feminine body, etc. but is 

this on the level of a “De Sadean” project? I would be beyond hyperbole to say a simple yes, but 

on a less anterior level, there is a current that runs through both in the light of the stated goals of 

AIN; Minter’s images of the feminine are almost entirely stripped of a natural eroticism, and 

glamorized or fabulous to the point of the garish and grotesque. This is the stated purpose of 

them, to challenge our notions of beauty by submerging them within the seemingly ugly or 

unsightly, especially images of beauty rituals like mirrors and applications of makeup189. 

 Where other feminist artists at the time critiqued and shunned pornography, celebrityism 

and the culture industry’s dehumanization of women (often the culture and pornography 

industries are one in the same now) Minter chose to create the aesthetics of a proto “sex positive” 

feminism that embraced such taboo subjects to rad-fems and reactionaries alike. She worked 

within the pornography industry, becoming a court artist for the Hollywood global machine and 

the like, hence her images paying homage to the often drug-fuelled nightlife of her past that most 
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people only see in cheaply made Hollywood urban dramas190; But what lies behind her images 

seems to be a hyper-eroticism that is vacant of any nature that we know in classic definitions of 

the term. Eros does not lead to Agape or the veneration of the feminine divine as it did in the 

depictions of the female nude from traditions around the world, what Schuon called “the sacred 

nude”. One that is not simply nudity for its own sake, but a body revealing the divine body that 

only the shape and grace of the feminine could reveal191.  

 What comes off in a piece like “CUNTROL” is the near totalization of feminine nature 

into just that what is eroticized. Like in a standard feminist critique of cinema, the feminine body 

is subjected to the “male gaze”, becoming (as in Hollywood films, and here Minter and Sherman 

differ in their treatment of glamorized women) in toto that which is subject to “a fixed object in 

screen space” coalescing with its fragmentation into its erotic parts. The feminine is no longer “a 

bearer of guilt, but a perfect object” one that is reified into just an object of desire192. Minter 

depicts feminine nature as just an assemblage of erotic zones to be brought into the forefront, 

purely material and enmeshed in its one-dimensional surroundings of filth and luscious fancy. 

titillating the viewer, they take what the previous tradition in modern art did to the female subject 

and intensifies them by a matter of degrees; to take an opposite example into consideration, 

Edvard Munch depicted the eternal feminine as having a terrifying, vampire-like quality, which 

steals vital life-essence (Vril) through the sexual game of seduction. This culminates in the coital 

act, which is embarrassing, ominously hateful, and emotionally vulnerable from a male 

perspective. Munch’s fore longed male subjects are doomed to oscillate between the dire choice 
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of men willingly becoming psychically castrated by giving into the seductive love of women, or 

incellish rejection by the pure, virginal archetypal maiden193. Ernst Kirchner took this a step 

further in post WW1 Germany, imbuing his expressionistic female subjects with a terrifying, 

castrating energy that is at the same time glamorized in pre-Weimar society194, much like the pop 

and pastel alternative bodies in Minter’s work.  

 In Munch the male subject is in a state of womb-like terror, longing and isolation, 

crushed under the waves of natural forces, especially the natural force of the feminine195. The 

masculine is trapped in a still, fetal-like state, a romanticist regression, subjugated and relegated 

to impotency from the omnipotent serene female. In “the Vampire”, “along the border, a line of 

sperm race without a hope of entry”196, forming a terrible eroticism, a sexual personae in this 

decadent art Paglia links with the monstrous glamor of the celebrity (specifically mentioning 

Madonna)197. Minter is the opposite polarity, painting from the view of that glamorous 

grotesque, the power of the feminine captured in the hyper-focused and spectacle-like 

uncanniness of each imperfect female body part. Here female nature is that source of terror and 

counter-initiatory power, expressed sensuous, but not in the way of a sacredness to the sensuous, 

but a pure, accelerative template of radically close, but at the same time distanced images of the 

body. One could say that Minter relishes in this hidden source of tyrannical power female nature 

possesses, sticking it to the sad boy protagonists of Munch’s autobiographical paintings.  

Nothing escapes this world of fluids, holes, and liquid metallic eroticism in Minter’s 

work. Even the depiction of naked children in the frame of the sensuous, luscious and artificially 
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glitzy sexualization is not off-limits, doing a serious of works like “Mercury” that depicts young 

naked boys that is supposed to “serve as an overwhelmingly sharp exploration of the erotic 

possibilities that lurk inside an innocent”198. One could say that Minter is driving with full force 

into the postmodern condition, a world devoid of nature, but one that is submerged totally in 

instrumental reason even in the erotic, with the fixed, manically planned out anonymous and 

over-fixated photo-real body parts of pieces like this one, or her “Green Pink Caviar” series199. 

And in this sense, De Sade is not far behind in her work, especially in Cuntrol; all the De Sadean 

hallmarks of excretion and bodily fluids living out a highly planned rationality of power over 

nature are there. and the explosion of erotic zones into fantastical, lurid, even stupendously vivid 

and vile tapestries acting out rituals of sucking, gaping, tonguing and stomping through the bile 

of the earth, filth, gold, Gucci jewellery caked in the muck etc. the baseness of pornographic 

fantasy is celebrated, and surrounds Minter’s fragmented postmodern bodies. The bodily fluids 

and forces of nature in desire become merely a backdrop for the multiplicity of the feminine 

body, only revealed in a pornographic manner200. Silvery liquids drip and glisten like semen on 

the face of Porn Stars (wasted semen that is a by-product of transient sterile relations, like in 

Munch’s painting). Greyish blue and pink liquid, golden and white foamy and glossy slime raked 

through with tongues render the feminine into nothing more than a series of holes to exploit and 

excrete, like in De Sade’s Juliette. This in turn “does violence to nature” because the logic of 

such a work is, like in post-enlightenment capitalist society, equates the body with nothing more 

than its expropriated and reified functions201.  
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Minter sees this as liberation however, but in this emancipatory project, one cannot help 

but think this profane violation of any natural forms of supple beauty and rusticity leads into a 

celebration of a (post)modern world devoid of genuine erotic feeling. The body is a battle ground 

of power relations, a world of pure transgression to the point of absurdity. There is a sense of 

experiencing the Foucauldian project of finding new pleasures and new bodies202, but it seems 

Minter in “Cuntrol” is at an impasse; still caught in a domination of the feminine erotic nature as 

a source of fear and castration in the patriarchal psyche, enveloped by “a world that is all orifice, 

stuck forever in a Sadean feedback loop”203.  

The subversion of the erotic through weaponized glamour, the total desacralization of 

nature can only lead right back to the culture industry, one that is on a basis of De Sadean 

profanation in more ways than one. Horkheimer and Adorno lament the “endless streams of 

trash” produced by its crushing and flattening logic of repetition204. Beauty becomes “whatever 

the camera can reproduce”, and the uniquely American images of fabulous Hollywood beauty is 

a way for “women to still their longing” in a cultural wasteland of baseless frivolity and intense 

spectacle. Even nature itself is cut off as anti-society, anti-spectacle and therefore must be 

captured and rendered down into a fake aestheticization, whilst people dream of “the fake 

recollection of liberal society as a world in which people idle lasciviously in plush-filled 

rooms”205. These modern realities are the subject matter that Minter relishes in, devoid of nature 

and of divine transcendence. A raunchy, plastic Hollywood, deliberately gratuitous and offensive 

sexuality. One that literally drips off the aluminum panel to reign supreme over the male psyche 
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with a desolated and out of control female ID. It is no wonder the culture industry and its court 

artisans promote the cause of on-demand abortion with such a passion, for it is a linchpin of all 

their nations of liberation from order and nature.  

Hence the culture industry is at the forefront of the silent cultural war. Why else would 

shows like “law and order: SVU” produce propaganda pieces disguised as daytime syndication 

television that find elaborate ways to filter complex contemporary issues, like the Ohio heartbeat 

bill, into the usual cop drama narrative? Complete with a rad-lib view of reality that pits the 

“enlightened” New York coastal elites as saviors of women against stereotyped heartland “good 

old boy” legal system hicks206. The body parts in minter’s work conform to this Sadean triumph 

of the masculine dominating character with the feminine in its stead. These parts are so garishly 

large and intimidating, that they become forceful to look at. The male gaze is obliterated by the 

female gaze expressed in hands, lips and breath, so large that they compel and repulse the male 

viewer at the same time.  

No Eggs, the Pill and Atrazine: Nature, Interrupted.  

 Right in the middle of AIN is (as we have touched upon in the first section on politics) a 

few revealing and curious works that amounts to a subtle and unintentional admission of the 

horrors in the abortion and population control industries, both past and present. The domination 

and control of nature through bio-tech intervention amounts to severe inter-generational trauma, 

genetic damage, and wretched dehumanization through the sterile clinical gaze of active 

eugenics disguised as human “progress”. Hence the history of abortion and the birth control pill 

is seen as the zenith of progress and human advancement to the architects of modern 
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reproductive politics like Margret Sanger and H.G. Welles, who followed a brutal Malthusian 

logic in desiring to rid the planet of undesirables207.  

 It is the height of irony that AIN represents overwhelmingly upper-class artists who are 

using proceeds from the exhibit as charitable donations to Planned Parenthood, completing what 

EMJ sees as what we now colloquially refer to as “woke capitalism”. The left got sexual 

liberation and the control of natural reproduction via chemical intervention and abortion, and the 

upper classes funded sexual licence as they grew accustomed to non-reproductive sex, like the 

Rockefeller foundation giving grants to birth control research208. As they became concerned with 

the biopower of sexuality among the lower working classes, so the marriage of capitalism and 

transient, sterile desire was had. Workers could now be pacified with their own lusts, breaking 

the bonds of familial attachments that comes with a high fertility rate, and furthermore, the 

rulership of the upper classes were secured via the focus on identity issues and sexuality instead 

of class-based politics. It was the globalist class and their research which provided “liberation” 

from nature for lower and lower prices209. 

 But this all came at a devastating cost, for example in the case of Puerto Rico, where 

various corporations used the women of the island-state as a petri dish for bio-technology that 

controls reproduction, leading to mass sterilization, birth defects, and genetic damage. The Pill 

was tested there, as were several different pesticides and chemical antigens released in the 

environment that have been linked to disruption of the hormonal and immune systems, even 

lowering male and female fertility210,211. Unethical medial experimentation and mass eugenic 
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sterilization are in fact “apart of the Pill’s legacy”212; hence these themes are on vivid display in 

one of the most stand-out pieces of graphic illustration art in AIN, Miguel Luciano’s 

“Barceloneta Bunnies (2007)”213. What we see is graphic art one would find in the underbelly of 

the Right-wing conspiracy movement, more akin to a Dees Illustrations or a Neil Hague than in a 

Champaign liberal woke contemporary art exhibit. The piece is specifically about the genetic 

experimentation and sterilization program in Puerto Rico by the U.S. Government, and the 

chemical testing done by numerous corporations214. An Alice in wonderland collage display of 

different advertisement rabbits, which are usually a symbol of fertility, abundance and seasonal 

renewal215. We see the Trix rabbit with his foot cut off into a lucky charm chain (perhaps 

symbolizing cutting off vital nature and fertility). The Nestle quick bunny drinking a barrel of 

toxic green industrial waste from a straw with big pharma and food corporate labels printed on 

the side (Merck, Glaxo smith-Kline, Monsanto, Johnson and Johnson, etc.) and the chocolate 

bunny grasping a Pfizer Viagra pill. The scene has U.S. production code labels and a rabbit 

printed with the American Flag humping a red rabbit and a sickly green one off to the side. There 

is a crop row in the middle ground with industrial smokestacks in the distance clogging the air 

and what appears to be an IUD ad at the bottom.  

 Grace Graupe-Pillard’s painting from her 90s Keyhole series entitled “Broken Eggs 

(1996)”216 almost finds some meme-renewal in 2020 with the “no eggs” meme on the Right-

wing twitter-sphere. As a mainstay of New York feminist protest art, she has an unrivaled 

obsession with marginalization, displacement, disaster, movement of people’s etc. here she takes 
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on the history of art into a postmodern hyper-awareness of our voyeuristic gaze into certain 

elements of classical art217. Here she depicts a keyhole shape viewing a collage scene 

(deracinating context and images, another hallmark of Pomo) of a self-portrait photograph in 

blue glued on top of a stark-lite scene of an egg basked with a male figure in black silhouette 

trampling on the eggs that have fallen out; perhaps there is some form of unconscious dream-like 

content that acknowledges the termination of fertility. How ironic that a painting of eggs being 

trampled on is in an exhibit of protest art that vehemently supports abortion.  

 These two works share a common thread, that being the obviation and destruction of the 

natural world under the crushing machines of a bloodthirsty capitalism, and beyond it the 

instrumental reason which works as its engine of exploration. It is apart of the postmodern 

aesthetics in the Anthropocene, one that takes the landscape not as a pastoral given of beauty, but 

as corrupted by the all-pervasive hand of techno-capital “progress” in global neoliberalism. The 

exploitation of resource- capital also effects human capital as well, especially given the 

intersection between neocolonialism, resource expropriation and late capitalism. It is not just 

energy extraction, but the altering of our biosphere and our nature itself218. The destruction of the 

Ecos and bios go hand in hand. The debate that seems to be forming in the realm of ecological 

awareness and artworks such as these is what kind of environmentalism is there to turn to? 

Should an aesthetics of environmentalism embrace a sort of anti-human nihilism which preaches 

termination of undesirables to save the earth? As mainstream environmentalism, Upton points 
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out, seems to be embracing219. One could only assume a lion’s share of artists in AIN think so as 

well, as abortion is tied to reducing crime and carbon footprints alike.  

 We can see that even in the Anthropocene, nature reverts to a cosmic mother, one that has 

the potentiality to be terrible or nurturing. The earth is seen through the eyes of modernization as 

standing-reserve, and so too does “human capital”, especially in the developing world, take on 

the same dehumanized character, only now it is sold as liberation. Abortion itself is liberation 

from nature, yet paradoxically also a way of preventing nature’s collapse. It is a tool of protest, 

yet integral to the “democratic” late capitalist system220. Nature is fully passed over and fully 

territorialized by human agency, yet what remains is an inverted spiritual fragment, a nominal 

symbol of the great mother/Gaia in the contemporary art world. 

 What Luciano and Pillard’s two pieces reveal is the silent omission of truth that a world 

fully taken over by the logic of modernist progress entails, a spoliation of all that is natural, from 

the landscape to the very cells in our bodies, all of them genetically effected and disrupted by the 

artifice of post-industrial visions of a totally controlled world. Even the mythic visions of a past 

nature are colored by the apperception of modern and postmodern consciousness. Which leads us 

to… 

Void in The Garden: Carroll Dunham’s Inverted Eden.  

 Carroll Dunham is one of the few male contributors to AIN with his work “Untitled 

(10/5/08) (2008)”221, a smaller drawing of his famous, or rather, infamous series of female nudes 

that share a similar repulsion to the natural form. they are all with their head tilted backwards 
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towards an imagined horizon, bending over without showing their faces, revealing wide, void-

like vaginas and supple proportions, like a flat-design appropriation of the fertility goddess 

bodies in antiquity. Here in this drawing are crudely colored in trees that bend to biomorphic 

shapes with a blonde woman crouching back, her arm disappears in the tree, as she stands 

without proportion to the environment, revealing a semi-triangular pink vagina and spread-eagle 

legs. Surely this is a historical nod to Cezanne’s Bathers that are depicted as co-synchronous 

with the environment around them in their off-proportioned sizes and abstract features222.  

 Within these crudely formed images of flat women frolicking in a perfectly composed, 

even stultified nature is a simultaneous resurgence and degradation of the feminine. These 

figures loom over the landscape, totally unaware of our voyeuristic gaze, yet are reduced to 

nothing more than a series of voids, their “Yonis”, the vaginal giver of life, yet life does not 

appear. These scenes are rather one of a cynical view backwards, a postmodern impossibility of 

idyllic tradition, quote: 

“Dunham’s Eden is a stage-like setting, where the placement of every tree, plant, flower and leaf 

renders nature into a highly artificial, carefully choreographed, fictive space, where his 

bloodless, naked, oversized woman — the offspring of Fernando Botero’s smooth, inflated 

bodies and R. Crumb’s coarse, chunky, over-sexualized females — takes center stage. She has 

thick limbs; big feet; floppy breasts; huge buttocks; a red, raw, gaping vagina; and a tangled 

mass of thick black hair”223. 

 Even visions of the past are choreographed and rendered enframed, devoid of wild nature 

In Dunham’s repetitive works. His male figures are always aggressive, yet limp and sullen, a 

symbolic gesture of impotence and castration, like the male figures of George Grosz in front of 

towering, cackling and ominously spiteful looking prostitutes in Weimar Germany224. Dunham 
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denies that he is a painter of explicitly crude eroticism, or rather, pornographic objectification225. 

They again, like most pieces in AIN, stand on the basis of an anti-eroticism, a de-eroticization of 

art and all of its messy passions and objectifications, since beauty of the feminine figure itself is 

seen as highly suspect, even reactionary and fascistic (the thesis of a lot of feminist protest art 

that goes back to the infamous Sontag essay226. 

The female figure, the earth Goddess stands upon planned landscapes, desecrated wild 

nature ripped up from its own vitality, a modernist or postmodernist cynicism that territorializes 

and transforms the past in service to the destitute transgressions of the present. These scenes are 

perfect metaphors for the transformation of nature and its sublime vigour into a stultified husk, 

because “If this figure is a metaphor, is she the living corpse of Mother Nature, the sole 

inhabitant of a world of hacked trees?”227. nature is totally obliterated into a pastiche of its 

former self, like the feminine. The values of female liberation and liberation from the natural 

order, values that place Dunham as a male artist squarely in the progressive liberal ethos of AIN, 

seem to head straight back into a retrogression. Eventually the thirst for liberation from the body, 

from nature, etc. lands back into an aesthetic that seems alien and objectifying itself. Like in 

Minter’s work, the female body becomes a series of bottomless sexual holes without a face, and 

nature a stand-in for the artifice of straight and uncomplicated modern curvature, like 

skyscrapers over large, looming feminine sexpots than real trees.  

It is of course the most obvious and compelling form of inversion, to upend the totality of 

the Eden story and the vision of creation itself. As Upton notes, the resurgence of this 

naturalized, demythologized paganism in the modern world juxtaposes itself next to the 
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popularly accepted metaphysical assumption (for it is one, despite what its proselytizers claim) 

of positive materialism and scientific rationalism. The environmental awareness of modern 

Gaian worship resonates in some odd union of opposites, with the claims of techno-scientific 

rationality. That being modern technology and instrumental reason can produce sympathetic 

magic, and grant us human omnipotence over the natural world, make this secular “post-new 

age” paganism complicit in techno-capital/instrumental reason’s destruction of nature228. 

Dunham’s art is thoroughly modern in this sense of existing within the paradigm of instrumental 

reason and a resurgent secular paganism, and the intersection from which AIN operates; Even 

the trees bend to the will of “liberated” humanity, liberated not just from a divine patriarchy, but 

from identity itself. Pure jouissance in an appetitive drive, the real tree of knowledge being an 

accelerated decadence which cools over into modern cynicism. To not just cut off the past as 

already-always a potentiality for humanity once more, but here the past is nonexistent as is in the 

aesthetic vision. The past is a nothingness, a white-wall projection of the present, its ideology 

and post-historical, post-human vision.  

Part IV, Conclusion: Activist-Art, or what is to be Done? 

 There are many artists in AIN and it was necessary to only cover the larger works, the 

ones that reveal a certain essence to what comes across to most as the usual banal and one-

dimensional protest art that is so ubiquitous in the age of post-metaphysics. This review no doubt 

is what it is, a “reactionary” or metaphysically objectivist view of the contemporary art world, 

one that I intended to be unique in that there is supreme value in these works, despite their 

dubious, offensive, and contradictory subject-matter. One can deeply oppose and find fault in the 

work of art without casting crude and lazily undeveloped aspirations towards it and 
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contemporary art in toto (some the Right is all too guilty of). We have covered the basic political 

content and conundrums, the spiritual significance of these works, the return of the great mother, 

etc.  

 What remains in the work of art after the age of metaphysics, of grand and totalizing 

narratives to John David Ebert is the artists themselves, condemned to produce “worldless” art 

lacking any “ontological horizons”. The “age of foam” as Sloterdijk calls it, where the artist 

becomes a spore roaming atop a flattened world, becoming a scavenger of lost and blown apart 

fragments of dead signifiers229. The artist becomes superfluous, no longer the being the epicenter 

of change, and of informing society of commonly half values. Instead the artist has fragmented 

into micro-world, and the only time that a semblance of a grand narrative comes about is from 

some ideological disposition that must be gate-kept with a pantomime religious devotion. There 

are other, more powerful and well funded entities and institutions in society that almost make the 

artist-activist a half-hearted, even pathetic facsimile of a bygone era of artistic power. Ever more 

dubious and out of place is the artist that tows the line of the current ideological order of things. 

To what end does the artist-activist have a place when the culture industry, “infotainment”, 

public relations, etc. has a wider and more affective react? Why have an assembled art exhibition 

promoting abortion when one episode of “Law and Order: SVU” can do a better and more 

effective job as it is through culture industry tropes and ideologically loaded narrative devices?  

 “Art” or rather artistic production, or that which resembles art but really is a product of 

disparate forces of capital, lacking an Aura, and made for mass consumption, is everywhere, 

which is akin to being nowhere. As Cioran once remarked “As art sinks into paralysis, artists 

multiply. This anomaly ceases to be one if we realize that art, on its way to exhaustion, has 
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become both impossible and easy.” It is easy to produce those perfunctory and singular works of 

art-activism, like Judith Bernstein’s piece in AIN that is little more than a written quote with the 

popular pro-abortion phrase “if men could get pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament”230. The 

ubiquity of art is a force of stagnation and even the gilding of art’s power itself, its 

democratization and globo-techno dissemination has hindered its vitality, rather than deliver on 

utopian promises of mass “awakening”. A mass “awokening” in the artworld appears to be its 

final death-throe grasps at world-transforming power, delivered in ever more shocking and 

sensationalistic ways (just as Gibbons saw what art became in the terminal stages of a declining 

Rome), so shocking and politically hysterical that they come off as tragicomic. Like Robert 

Hughes famously lamented, we live in an age that is far too cynical to view art as having more 

than an existential pull, but actual real-world power with flesh and blood consequences231. 

  But perhaps the flesh and the blood of consequential power is there after all, albeit in 

more intangible and demurred ways. Which is why we now have come full circle to the 

“sacrament” of abortion; Reactionaries and Conservatives point to the child-consuming demigod 

Moloch that is allegedly paid sacrifice and homage to by elites of government, media and 

business at the Bohemian Grove232. Perhaps this is a conspiracy of the info-overloaded Right-

wing psyche, one steeped in distrust and lament over a fallen order. Or just maybe reality does 

follow the cliché: that it is stranger than fiction. Perhaps it is not so hard anymore to image the 

world being run by elite pedophiles with a penchant for nihilistic depravity. And easier still to 
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imagine that on some deep-seated unconscious level, there is an aesthetic calling-fourth of a 

terrifying mother, a hyperstition of a fragmented outside.  

An outside that invades the present, which consumes the future through its subjects (our 

offspring); the forces from which contemporary “woke” protest art calls upon in service to the 

order of the now, its ideologies, assumptions and images of thought, are fragments caught 

between the eldritch, the primal, and the modern or postmodern. Very ancient forces are re-

imagined in service of the current order’s prerogatives over the forces of life and death. No doubt 

this is apart of what we moderns like to call the “culture war”, where metaphysical assumptions 

lead into morality, ontology, the very alpha and omega point of life itself. Only we are entirely 

unaware of the real spiritual implications this war has, as they are hidden under a veil of political 

axioms and talking points. The real “culture war” is a (liquid)modern hyperreal Kulturkampf 

between the forces of the sacred and their globalist inversion233. Hence why abortion is the 

linchpin from which this Kulturkampf invariably pulls back towards at every turn. What form in 

which the sacred shall return, and what values do we as a culture (if there even is such a unitary 

thing anymore) place on the question of life itself, especially in the aesthetic experience, will 

determine our horizonal future, our presencing of being in becoming.  

 What can the activist-artist do in the age of hyper-fragmentation and techno-capital 

globalization which creates systems and impersonal forces that care not for any narrative or 

cultural locality (grand or micro)? The world and the art that reflected it indeed was subsumed 

into a different kind of impersonal force, superstructures, metaphysical systems, etc. but the 

intensely local, the solidness of identity and divinity produced supreme creativity and 
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meaningfulness234. No doubt art is still meaningful, perhaps not as original, but a good metric 

from which to judge any given epoch. Still, there is something nagging at the back of every 

artist-activist, something which ideological conformity, nor fueling the soot-clogged fires of 

iconoclastic shock and transgression that smolders over into self-parody, can satisfy…. 

Perhaps it is true that in flat and materialist world brought together in global sameness, a 

world of “distanceless nihilism”235, the artist-activist is finally condemned to be free. Limitlessly 

free in terms of expression, but increasingly not of content; the artist-activist brings fourth 

dialectical-aesthetic images and “events”, work of political art so ubiquitous and easily 

discernible like any propaganda soundbite, that they may find their own termination at the end of 

History. What is the message of AIN as a zenith of contemporary artist-activist collectives?  

“Our sentiment is that abortion is part of health and reproductive justice, and anything 

having to do with reproductive justice has to do with body autonomy and body sovereignty,” 

Wahi told ARTnews. “Therefore any type of medical procedure—anything that affects one’s 

body—that is their choice to do should be normal.” The show’s title, she said, speaks to the idea 

that “what you do with your body should be your choice and whatever that entails should be 

something that we consider normalized.”236. 

“free choice” is the totalizing and all-encompassing value of liquid modernity, and we 

feel more ashamed, precarious, anomic, and confused than ever before. Everything is sacrificed 

in service of behavioural “freedom”, including future progeny, and certainly the artist-activist is 

“freer” to create works without the burden of ancient institutions, but ironically and sometimes 

even blissfully conform to the dictates of modern ones. What more can the utterly exhausted 

character of artist-activist do in the, as Baudrillard prophetically called it, age “after the orgy” 

but transgress further? Further and further goes the inversion and transgression, that in order to 

stave off its own impotence and self-parody, must plunge once more into the oceanic feeling, 
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into the waters of mythos and spirit again, and dredge up the primal muck. Welding and meshing 

scavenged parts of dead signifiers together like a Rauschenberg assembly, AIN finds its gleeful 

apotheosis in lowering the spiritual to the level of the political. Only time will tell if its efforts 

will stand the test of time, or if a sea of reactionary art will come along to sweep it and aesthetic 

productions like it aware in a metaphysical-aesthetic counterinsurgency.  

 

  

  

 

   

 

 

 


